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IN OUR 83rd YEAR
da Doctors Rebel Against
ew Socialized Medicine Law
RRGINA, upt - Sasitat-
ewan's 11014900 residents were
.ed tuday with a medkcal enala
at could deplete the provinee
its (Blest doctors.
A strike by the physicians *l-
ady has reducedeniedical service
the province to the leve4 of
mengeracy cases only" and the
, autter dispute threatens to take
the form of a mass exudue by
doctors who feel their Prote -
atonal freedom has been disrup-
ted.
The doctors are rebelling
againot the first inroad made
by soCialized medicine in Norih
America
A new law. patterned after
Great Britain's national health
, service program, assures Saskat-
chewan residents of fret medical
care. It went into effect it mid-
night on Saturday and almost
immediately the doctors earned
out the threat they mad, repeat-
edly during the pas several
months of controversy
To prevent a full - scale crisis
during the strike, about 240 of
the province's 900 doctors are
providing free emergenca service
Ipt 91 of Saskatchewan's 121 howl-
di Infant Dies
Even though the emergency op-
eration was being bolstered by
— •
Larry McCarty
n Critical
d• •
,on ition
- Little- change has been noted
in She condition dl larey
Carty, fourteen year old- son of
Mr and Mrs. Amos McCarty,
220 North Thirteenth Wreet.
Young McCarty was injured
when his motor scooter appar-
ently got out a( control Friday
as he struck a newly tarred sec-
tion of  the  New -"concord  WO-
way.
Ile was thrown from the .or
scooter recce- rig a skull feasters
and concession. He also rehired
a number of tacerations an - his
body as he skidded on tte Mid
gravel which hii. been sdead oh
/he highway.
He was Hound unconsek us by
members'. of the highway lepart-
ment and he was rushed. o the
Murray Hospital Friday niltht :he
was transferred t& the
Hospital in Memphis, Te 'mac*
by the Max Churchill Fnetal
Home. ..t• •
This morning hie bTuthi Ted
McCarty s said ...that... althoogli
ported as still unconsciosis • ay
e doctors in Memphis, that
recognized him.
His condition is deemed Cr
but his Many friends an M
,are hoping the heat for hi
' Mr McCarty. Ted and J4 N.
me'arty returned home last
1 - night and Mrs. McCarty fenilin-
ert in Memphis with Larry.
Weather
Report
lailaboa elm* biorandalasi
ày
WEATHER _
WestIn-n arid South Central --n.
inety -Pr toorte,-warra and
humid with a chance of ve,tely
scattered thundershowers today,
tonieht and Tuesday High today
anal Tuesday near 90. Low toraaka
68 to 70.
The 6 a m EST t emperet .
Louisville 66
Lexington 65
Covington 89
Paducah Mt j
Bowling Green 65
lemilon 65
hIlopkinsville 66 -
Evan.wille. Ind., Mi
Huntington. W.Va., 67
"J FIVE DAY FORECAST
IJOUISV41,1,R, Ky. NM - The
extended weather Toreisast fee r
Kentucky, Tulisday through Seim-
day. prepared by the U Da_
partment of Corranerce'lather
Bureau
a Temperatures for the
period will average near
with little (ley to
-Kaentticilty normai. Jj the
is 77 degrees.
: volunreer workers, a combination
j of fatigue and financial hardship
I would make it impossible to sea-
tan die emergency effort over a
I prolonged period of time.The disadvantages of the frag-
mentary proaram became tragic-
ally significant Sunday when a
9-month old baby, suffering from
meniogitis. was deal on arrival
at a hospital in Yorktown.
The rnifant. Carl Derhousoss of
' (Jahr:a:ale. was driven 90 miles
by h:s parents before medseat
attention could be found. Before
reacting- Yorktown, they stopped
at homitals in Canora and Preece.
vale but there were no doctors
' on duty. ..
, Dr. Sam Lands of the Saolcateh-
j ewan College of Physicians and
' Surgeons said Can's death was
an example of what doctors fear-
ed most when they called the
strike lie emphasized, however,
that there was no way to deter-
min whether the infant would
- has lived if a doctor had been
mo:e readily available.
Plan To Leave
Long befon the law went into
Wert, the doctors became em-
broiled in a battle over it with
the socialist government of Sas-
katchewan Premier Woodrow
, Lloyd The law, vigorously sup-
ported by Lloyd, was passed last
, fall as the Provincial Medical
Insurance Act.
The greatest anxiety has been
caused by the increasingly pre-
valent indicator:oils that scores of
!phasicians were planning to pack
i
the scalpels and move their price
tt to other provinces. 'M. S. Slobodzian of Asks.
tom said Sunday "most dt the
(lectors feel that in a very short
tkne they'll eeek other opportuni-
ties" lie said - a> many as three
I' four patieng a day have been-
Hirai hips they would move
nth hiai to Alberta or British
If he decided to leas•e.
.-•
cupabonal License
- Due 
in 
County
-
Selected As A Ile!t All Round Rerctucky CommunIty Nevespnree
•••., 
Harry furches Has
xhibition Showing
At Louisville House
Murray, Ky.,_,Monday Afternoon, July 2, 1962
Currently showing at the.. Arts
Gallery of Arts in LoU19Viille
House, Louisville. Kentucky. are
the paintings of -Harry Furches.
Although known to Art ('enter
Annual iLotaisvillei viewers as a
fine sitversmith, Furches shows
versatf.ity in working with two-
dinie:isinanal media.
Vi trite his paintings are quite
experimental, his pas:els show a
growing_ maturity. They- consist
; main ly of luminous landscape
;shapes-, or themes based on nature.-
- lurches is a graduate of Murray
State Co/lege and is currently
teaching in the Christian County
school system.
The exhibition will run through
Ju.).V.
Cooperation Asked
By Sheriff In
Hunting Of Snake
Sheriff Woodrow Rickman to-
day asked the people of this area
for cooperation in the effort to
catch the big snake in Hub Bot-
tom The Sheriff stressed that the
best cooperation he could receive
right now is for the public to stay
at home, and restrain from ,reck.
less driving on the highways
reach.ng the scene.
Sheriff Rickman said Friday af-
ter the phony lighting by an out
of state Man, that it would be less
dangeroue to approach the snake
with a -switch than to face the
wild- drivers on the higiteway and
eke indiscriminate use of fire-
'arms near the scene ..
Sheriff Rickman emphasized
that his Office was carefully in-
vestigating each report. on the
snake, and would (idly inform
the people of any development
'Ire said that if such a -snake ex
jiSoft_drink._iee cream lubseco.
j restaurant, and pool room licenses
are now due, Calloway County
Court Clerk D. W. Shoemaker said
1
, N The Fiscal Court has instructed
the atieriff to mate a check-up to
see 'that these licenses are pur-
chased. Shoemaker stated. Buy
-.4eurs noW and avoid -the 20 per
Cent penalty after Juty 15th, he
concluded. • j
-day
'tarsal'
The
J. Graves LiftTeTon IOZ-On-Liat Birthday
First Citizen
Of Puryear
Dies At 102
Puryear. Tennessee's first citi-
zen J. Graves Littleton passed
away Iasi Friday at the age of
102 and the funeral service-s were
held yesterday at 3:00 p.m. at the
Puryear Church of- Chnst.
Services were conducted by Joe
. 'Nor-gen, Puryear native who IS
- -pow Tennessee State Conunission-
teed, and he believes it does,
. that he hoped to take it alive
- for study hy.ecientiets. He stated
that the snake had been sighted
off and on for over 30 years. and
that it had never harmed anyone
to this date, so there was no rea-
son to suspect that it intended
to get mean at this date.
akft officers- -hiret --stated--thd
the speed laws and use of lam-
bing regulations would be iltrict-
la enforced ,n the interest of
pubLe safety. whether a person
is snake hunting or not He also
stated that xt no lime will any of
the duties of the Sherie's office
be neglected because of the
snake
er of Fdluration and Rev. W. A.
Falser. pastor of the Puryear
illiptist• ttfaith • Both. art long
time friends of Mr. Littleton.
Burial was in the Puryear ceme-
tery with the McEvoy Funeral
Home of Parts in charge of at-
rants-merits,
Mr Littleton w a s Puryear's
fleet rneyor.---ftrat peeteria-ster, and
first railroad depot agent.
He had been a patient at the
Puryear Nursing Home fo the
pad three and one-bar years
and had observed his 102nd Mr-
thdaa on June 9. -fie was can-
scious to the very last" Mrs.
Rebecca Carter. owner of the
nursing home said. He had been
confined to his tied for about a
week.
Mr littleten'as _lather was , in
the Cenfederate Army, and his
family is orrginatly from North
Carolina_ His grandfather. William
Littleton, bought most of the land
which is now Puryear for 10— .
rents an acre. •
Mr Littleton's father donated
the right of way for the NC&SLL-
railroad which cut through the
-Littleton farm.
Mr. Latleton apent' his entire
life in Puryear. the town that
grew up in what was once--his
father's front yard.
Mr. Littleton is suprived by one
brother. E. H. Littleton. the
youngest of the 8 sorts of James
Littleton. He is /83 years of ,age
and lives in a nursing home- in
Bell City, Mo.
Other survivors include an
adopted daughter, Mrs. Paul
Thonmem, of Mobile. Ala., and
the following nieces and nephews:
Mrs. Paul Mathis, of Paris; Mrs.
3: M. liobbins,- Crank Littleton,
Wayne Littleton. Gordon Little-
 ton- end--M-res-Franis-44oweed- all
of Puny-ear: John Littleton. of
Camp Delegates
Are Back Home
- -
Ihslegates to 4-41 Camp from
Caaloway County returned Friday
' morning. June 29. Thu camp was
held at Dawson- Springs.
Junior Star campers included:
Jofinny Kelso, William Ross, Billy
Hendon. Ames Huta, -David Pal-
mer, Phyllis Darnell, Nona Baz-
zell, Ellen Watson, Judy Kelso'
and eathy Ilarris.
Honorable Merit ion: Lacrec i a
Adams. Kathleen Madrey, Cathy
, Berry. Kenneth Howard end Mike
Adams
• Leaders attending were:. Mrs.
Gene Watson and Mrs Clay Dar-
, mil -Men leaders who came and
speues one night included: John
Lassiter, W McCusiton, Glen
Kelso. and Thomas lee Arai-
strong.
Yoe Cohoon Is
?romoted Recen
U. S. FORCE. OKINAWA
(Airrsin-Joe N C'otioon, son of
Mr and Mrs Euphrey Cohoon,
_Paiute 6, Murray. Ky. . recently
was promoted to sergeant first
class of Citirsirea. where he is
serving with jhe 19th Aviation
Operating Detachment -
Sergeant Cohoon, an air traffic
Controller in the detschment, en-
tered the Army in 1943 and ar-
riVed overseas last September on
this tour of duty" •
The sergeant attended Murray
(Teaming-. High School.
"I:d Frank Kirk Is -
Struck By Golf Ball
Ed Frank Kirk. 'owner of Diu-
guid's Furniture .0 omparry
, ruck by a goN ball yesterday at
the Calloway County Country
Club. The ball struck him on the
right -cheek bone causing severe
pain and hemorrhage.
He was taken to the Murray
Hospital where both eyes are
bandaged Some improvement was
, noted in his eye today however
there • is still pain and hemor-
rhage. The check hone may be
broken also. The impact of the
l golif hall- affected both eyes.He is resting as well at could
be expected at this Time.-The 1K-
orient occurred shortly after neon
Buchanan, Earl Littleton and Mrs. ymterday•
Hafforti Paschall Jr . Murray;." Mrs. •
Paul Pierce, of Somerville, Tenn.: j
Mr.. Lela Littleton of Kansas 431-11-/Y ciUets
City, - MO.; Eche ard Jere kattletOn. Invitation TO
al' Bradenton. Fla.; Mrs.' Annice .
'Lyon. Of Washington, D.C.. O. B. Mid-South Fair
Littleton Jr. of. New Smyrna
Beach, Fla.; Yopp. Mrs. Itehhy Doed 13, son of Mr. and
Morris MCKinney. of Jonesboro, Mrs. Jack pock!. Murray Rt 3,
Ar.; titre Pad JOhnson,. of Jack- received an invitation this week
son, Miss., Yancey Littleton, of to attend the Mid-South Fair in
___Leedielans: VIII Latieton, of Tex- Memphis. which is held in Sev-
er, ktre. Estelle Morrison. James, tember.
Dave. Bill and E. U. lAttleton, Bobby Won the Calloway County
814 of Sikeston. Mn.. and Mrs. 4H,,Talent Show held earlier this
Ida Lou Baer. of Sommerville. N.J. year. He then entered The District
Only 2 sisters-in-law survive, Mrs. MI Talent Show at La Center,
W. R. Littleton, of Jonesboro, ..where he won second place. Bob-
Ark.. and Mrs. E H. Littleton. of by was one of the 5 contestants
Bell City, Mo. chosen by a Talent Representative
from Memphis. who ware seeking
LEAVE FOR CANADA talent or the Mid-South Talent
Show
Mi and Mrs. Richard Denton, Y 
.
truj rvg Dodd entered the con-
. ,
daughter Tvella and friend Nannie test with- • a humermoi monologue.
Herndon, left Sunday, ,July-1 for . was Sponsored by lire.4-i1teeeri4y--/rIts-4seee.....i .,..€4,e‘e.tai1e %Nucl. ,ihandy to rush !Michigan, Canada. and other dens Lassiter, 8th Grade teacher
-flittrainte- at ak- unailerit-s-latailege-s... • pgranseW hreessat in the ..of_Ea: spa Elecentaryoheol.
HEAVY TRAFFIC. So many snake limiters were tot
-hand l last Frula) when the reported sighting of the-snake
',leaked out'', that some helpful lierson put tip the above
sin to aid would-be effeive -fiuderto44iee4--14444.-y*sti know •
••••••••••••“••••••••••••••••••6~r .,•••••••••6.0••..., •• •••••
• -411.. *
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MURRAY POPULATION 10,100
Fluctuation
Of TVA Lakes
Is Started
Fluctuation of all mainstream
reservoirs, except Kentucky, for
the control of the mosquito popu-
lation has started, TVA announc-
ed today. The reservoirs will be
J-htirtuated about one foot each
week until. autumn.
Water level management is the
most effective single measure
TVA undertakes for the control
of mosquitoes. This involves four
steps, two of which have already
befit '-cornpleted. These* rrivolved
raising the water above normal
maximum surnmer level in the
late winter or early sprinc, and
then returning it to that elevation
in order to strand the winter's
accumulation of drift or Dotage,
and maintaining the water at the
normal maximum summer eleva-
tion during the spring growth
period to retard marginal vege-
tation, ' 
The third step-now under-
wee-is the cyclical fluctuation
of the water levels about one
foot at weekly intervals during
'the Ammer in order to kill
mosquito larvae by stranding
them on shore or exposing them
to natural enemies such as top
minnows.
- The fourth and f i nal step in
TVA's water level management
program it the coeibining a sea-
sonal recession in certain re-
servoirs with the cyclical fluctu-
ation which insures effective con-
trol of mosquito larvae during
the peak of the mosquito breed-
ing season in the summer and
early fall. The seasonal recession
has 'started in Pickwick, Gun-
tersville, Chtakamauga, and Ken-.
tucky reservoirs. j
Return From Camp
For Journalists
live ttudents from Murray High
School have just returned. Satur-
day, from a Journalism miry for
High School students at the Uni-
versity of Missouri Journalism
had uhith is one of dse, oldest
and hest known journalawn schools
in the world and the one from
which their sponsor. Mrs. Clara
Griffin. is a graduate
Those who attended from Mut,
rak High were Margaret Rose
Bryan, Susan Sparks. Donna Mur-
phy. Anne Sturm and Eddie Lee
Grogan. More than 300 attended
from -five states.
While tEerje the group put out
ft- newspaper, an annual and
learned venous new and up to
Sate procedures in journalism
Paul Sturm, father of one of
the girls who attended, drove the
group to Columbia. Missouri and
the return trip was made by bus
with 11. J Bryan and Leon Gro-
gan meeting them in Paducah.
This group hopes to use the
knowledge and skills they ac-
quired in helping more idficient-
ly on Murray High's newspaper,
The Tiger
I Murray Hospital
—
Census At   57
Census - Num* ,-..... 4
Emergency Beds 8
Patients admitted • 7
Patients diwniMed .... 0
'Arise
Circulatiov In
The City
Lalliest
Circulation In
The County
Vol. LXXXIII No. I 56
Larry Bale, Joe
Cartwright Are
MHS Coaches
The Murray Board of Educa-
tion at their regular meeting
employed Larry G. Bale and Joe
Howard -Cartwright to fill the
teaching and coaching positions
in Murray High School,
Larry Bale will s tii Head &is-
' ketbail Coach and assist in the
j other sports. His teaching duties
' will be in the field of Health and
Physical Education.
Bale is a graduate of Hodgen-
ville leigh School, attended Camp-
bellwriMe 'College and graduated
from Murray State ('ollege with
a BS. Degree lie was an out-
standing basketball player, win-
ning honors as All Most
valuable player award, All tour-
nament IH.S.C. Christmas Invita-
tional), lie was hnployed as as-
sistant coach and Health and
Physical Education instructor in
the Henry County High School at
New C'estle, Kentucky during the
1961-6e school year. Mr. and Mrs.
Bale plan to move to Murray in
the near future:a.
Joe Howard Carlwright Was ern-
Former Hazel
Resident Dies
Mrs. lAilie Meader passed away
on Friday June 29 in St. Louis,
Missouri at the age of 80. She-lea
was 'formerly of Ilesel.
She is survived by two daugh-
ters Mrs. Vegen Goldstein And
Mrs. Betty Eldridge. both of St.
Louis, two sons Henry and Tame(
of St. Louis; one brother Ed
Ward of Bell City, 
The funeral was held this at-
terrinon at 1 30 the Pleasant Grove
Methodist Church with Bro Jim
Black officiating. Burial was in
the church cemetery.
Grandsons acted as pallbearers.
The Miller Funeral !tome of
Hazel was in charge of arrange-
ments,
ployed as Assailant Coach and as
an instructor in the Social Sci-
ence Department. In addition to
his assistant coaching duties he
will be in charge of the Junior
High Athetic_program.
Joe Cartwright graduated from
Madison High -School. Madison,
Tennessee, earned his Bachelor's
Degree from Murray State Col-
lege and will complete work for
his Master's Degree this simmer.
He was an outstanding football
player at Murray State with hon-
orable mention for all-conference
honors, in addition he participat-
ed in tetra-mural. basketball and
track.
Funeral Of
Thad Edwards
To Be Today
Thad Edwards, age 78, passed
away last week at his home in
Ecorse, Michillan. He was the
father of Mrs. Eunice Henry, 212
'South 13th Street. Mr. Edwards'
. death came as the result of a
. heart attack.
1 .
J He is survived by his wife; six
• children. OuryEdwards of Detroit
end Thad Jr. of Allen Park, Micii-
n; Mrs. Attie Peak, Mrs. Genie
ben and Mrs. Cary Pinkston of\tu
A c Park and Mrs. Eunice Henry
of, tray; a sister Mrs. Tony
Lovins. s
The services will be held at 2:00
p.m this afternoon at the McFall),
Funeral Home irillierOin: Mien-
igen witti burial in the Fair new
cemetery.
Both Mr. and Mrs. Edwards are
formerly of New Concord. Ken-
tucky. and they visited in Murray
and Calloway County nearly every
year. They have many friends
and relatives in the county.
Merchants Unite In Citywide
Sales Event- All This Week
Murray merchants displaying the lower.: merchants:
"Salute of Values" posters have Huh-Burger Inn, National Stores,
joined together to make this *eek Northens. Bank of Murray. Thur-
the...greeted' selling . meat. an. the man..lurniture, Overcast, Texaco.1
history of Murray You can read Service Station, Owens Market,
of and listen to the big -eity sales Variety Shame, Chuck' Music
attractions, but none of them will Center, Ellis Pump and Pipe,
compare with the values_ to be Peoples Bank, Bilbrey's Goodyear,
found here in Murray this week. Dick and Dunn, Ryan's Shoe Store,
No one merchant could or Dairy Queen, liokornb Cheer°.
would • undertake such a tre- let. Johnson's Grocery.
menclous sales- event as the Md. Lerman's, Faye's Salon of Hair
ray merchants d i sp laying the Styles. Kuhn's Crass Furniture,
•'Salute of Values" posters are BelkSettle, Taylor Motors, Grate
'conducting. Chest the "Salute of am and 'Jackson, Cammus Casual
Values" page in today's edition, Shoppe. Adams Shoe Store. Muir-
of the- Ledger and Times, and youl ray Home and Auto Store, Fur,-
will find many useful items that cries Jewelry', Green's Sycamore
you need and would like to hake, Service Station, Callaway County
at unbelievable price.s. 5 o i I Improvement Association
New Citizens 0 'Lee's Maslag Coin Laundry. land-
iadmitted feint- -Weenier - 41410n* Few-- A.11 --4640lidds---- -' JewelersDale and Stubble-
day 8:00 •.m. to Friday 800 a.m. These merchants are not at- field.
George C Wilson, 1301 Farris tempting to dispose of distress
Ave.; Mrs. Robert Junior Green, merzhancnse. They are °tiering
Rt. 1, Benton, Mrs. Jetties E. you outlandish value's on mer-
Lamb. Sr . Rt I; Whayne Hrnd- chandise for. the home. autome-
erson. 808 Wed Main St; Mrs. bile and for Demerol/1 use. Study
'Lola Jordan. 410 South Wash- the items advertised on the -Sal-
'melon, Ntel.canisboro, Ill.: Mrs. ate of Values" page, and shop
these stores to r the merchan•
dise you want and need, hut
heretofore thought you couldn't
Afford.
The values and quality of the
merchandise deacribed on t h e
-Salute of Velum," page . should
awe i te the imagination of the
most diecriminate buyer. Come and
Edison Moore, 319 North 5th.: J.
D. McKinney, Rt. 1, Mrs. Thomas
Phelps, Rt. I. t'alvert City: Dal-
ton D. Parker, 106 North 10th.;
Mrs. Arthur DOWney, -Rt. 4; Mas-
ter , Terry Lynn, ,Miller, Rt. 2;
James Willard Duncan. Rt 1,
Dexter: Kelley Bray Outland, 809
Sycamore: Mrs. Roy %Villough-
by. 710 Poplar: Mrs. J. B. Roach, see for yourself.
Rt. 4, Mrs Joe Lovett, 512 Hill- - Stretch Your Family Budget
side Drive, Mayfield; Mrs. Bobby While the merchant is sacrific•
Stone and baby girl. Rt. I. Des. trig his profit, you stretch your
ter. Mies' Annette Clark, RL 2, budget by shopping Murray this
Shelbyville; Charles Ray Henry, week. Take advantage of these
outstanding values. U you don't
have the ready cash to buy the
items you want, 40 your charge
account or their lay-away plan.
Mat. .- • It will pay you to shop Murray
paitiosts dismissed "tem Wednes• this week All merchandise guar-
, Continued On Peg* Four anteed se advertised. by the fell-.
A '-•- • -
Rt. 6. Parvin Adams, 511 South
4th..: Mrs Herman Pertins, Rt. 1,
Puryear. Tenn : Hal Mathis, Dex-
ter; Jack Oakie Sens. 216 Wal-
- -Fenton Firestone, Tiderell Paint
Illtore Master Tire Service, Stokes
Tractor and jImplement, Kelley's
-Termite and Pest Centro!, McKee!
Equipment Company, Dollar Geri-
end Store, Robert's Realty, Kid-
dies Korner, C & H Market.
Hibbs Gulf Service. Freeman
Johnson, Sholar's Auto Repair,
Jones Cleaners, ,Sam Calhoun
Plumbing and Flectrse. Murray
Jeetetry.
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;HE LtDGER 6g: TIMES
!SHED by.
idation etthe Milerity:Ledger. The Calluway Times, 
aridLEDGER & TIMES PUBLISHING COMPANY Inc.. 
The
-Hera)d, °Weber O. 1928. and the West Kentuckian, January
, 
JAMES C. WILL/AIMS. -PUISLISKER
We e the tight to reject any AdvellisIng. Letters to the Editor,
ic Voice Pens which, in oar opinien, are not for the best in-
of Our readers. .
,••
Afiere,
-..ossmilPille •
IHE LEDGER
kW ..111•4 Pl.,. I elite rossii
ORAL ggPRESENTATIVAS: .LACE WITMER CO., is9 
NATIONAL LEAGUE
son Ave., Memphis, 
. Twat,
IMe Bldg. 
N.ew yerk. 
NY.: 
San raLIC iNC ‘, - 52 28 .653
Los Aneltic.-   52 29 .642 1
ikaacs14, 1. • •,: •
.1 •• • • 
Pit 
•  45 32 -58415k
tered at the Post Office, Mu a igt;ittri y. for trananiesitan as St.t=
 '
IPTION 1133=97-491 Cattier
1     r.
;38 19 .404 121
43 34 .558 71
 40 34 .541. 9
Prry.1"ti- "lee-P 9 161111bili, 
.34 42 -.447i..16 ,
85e. la Clalaarge,' and acieignuag ear ean
iouston  32 42 .432 17'
 29 51 .363 23
MONDAY JULY' 2: 1962 
NCileuk:at% ric  20 54 .270 29
Sunday's Results
Milwaukee 1 Chicago 0
Pittsburgh 7 St. Louis 2
Cincinnati 6 Houston 1
San Francisco 5 Philadelphia 4
Los Angeles 5 New York 1
Sy UNITED PR= INTERNATIONAL Saturday's Results
Milwaukee ,5 „Chicago
San Francisco 8 Philadelphia 3
Los Angeles 7 New York 0. night
Houston 7 Cincinnati 3. night ,
Pittsburgh 17 St. Louis 7, night
'Today's Games
Chicago at Cincinnati 2,, twi-night
Mile•aiikee at St. Louis, night
Pittsburgh at Houston, night
Philadelphia at Los Angeles, 2,
twi-night
New' York at San Francisco, night
Tuesday's Game
N.w York at San Francisco
Chicago at Crnetnnati, night
!Milwaukee at St. Louis,. 2, het-
night
Pittsburgh at ltus,n. night
------0641y- games scheduled.
AMERICAN LEAGUE
4.n•
Neat York  
Cil);veAlairiles 
Minnesaita  
Detroit  
Quotes From The News
• PITTSITRGH -- State Correction!, Commissioner Ar-
thur .Prasse. explaining his "is ait and see" policy toward
three convicts- perched atop a water tower inside AVestern
Correctional Institution:.
"They aren't gi g anywhere."
• ,
WASHINGT — Director J. -Edgar Hoover, plac-
ing the Slame for . the rioine C+itne .tate '
• - apathy- and the lack (11i iooperation with
• law enforcement agencies i- or of di* shucking great-weak-
. ness4 in the fight against crime."'"
MIAMI •--. The Rev. Martin ttpher King, iiressing
. -mote action in the, field of did rights:
"We .are far, from the promised land."
.; WAS/ I NGTON"-: Pieaadeut , Kennedy. in a radio ines.•
iage to Mexican-President Adolfo Lopez Mateo,. 1..16%16-Mg
his neekend ‘isit to Nlexeco!
•• *1 came to- meet a _president and statesnian: I have▪  left
yOlfasa friend. Viva Meicicd.”
Ten Years- Ago Today
• Leigast awl Toms Pb
The.fir-t rain in thirty f.air .lays.fell in NI-urray :testertlav
'but it.br...ught Only slight-. relief to the pat-chest land and arege -
*spleen in the vicinity :11urray'. ,
• W.-. Z. I. nrr ui •Ilurra is attending the Lions Intern:I--
tiunal A. ..invention l,cin hehl in Mexico City, Mexico. Carter
rettiring governor of
Tosc.oe "Turlser .paestd.. tt-a-. Saturtia, mornng after an
-
ilinis of four steel,... lIes death home of his
. daughter: Mrs. Henry- -Itellingtora. on Murray route three.
The t.alk,ssas.t_outity- Health Itepartuitent today.
, • her 'safety -prtiniting urgatitzatitout, in ..ffering some- sup-
to -claiigeritrour-thr long Votirth of July
A velem]. , („.> •
,
_
Sales Opportunity!
with
B. M. A.
business Men',. Assurance c,ennefly offers a A' ery fine gales
opporttptity in the Murray, Kentucky area for a man between
the ages of 25 - 40 out of either the selling field or junior
eiteetrave group. Adequate. financing fer the vian who can
qualify. Lifetime teinnectsin in permanent ancius-xv. If available
• now, urvi.erpair„ disturbed or planning to enter private enter-
prose. please write' giving, age. marital status, education and
busireos experience. StricUy
sisaits;
• Pitaie Write:
Joe T Manager
Paducah District Office
529 Broadway
Pad ueah. Kentucky
111
* SPECIAL
-- II X 14
BUS PORTRAIT
for 9/Y-
Will Re Meek At Murray's
NATIONAL HONEL----."--
TUESDAY, JULY 3rd
Hours 12 to 7 ilem - One Day Only
Groups 99r Each Person
Limit Owe Per Person - Two Per Family
All Ages Over .Z Months Welcome
•/•••••••••••
Baltimore  
Chicago  
Kansas Cite
Boston
Waehingien
•••,••••••
11, •••
irmit•••0 1110monAPAPP-• aosst-
T IM ES — atiritl TUCK 't
World Series +Today Could Be Real Chore To.
Follow, With 3,000 Miles Between Ball Parks
By MILTON RICHMAN The eighth inning of the nightcap hind victory over the Pinnies. Ed
isal..1 loslerssaliass.1 ! when they scored four runs and Bailey hit his fourth homer in
Remember the "nickel World then tacked on four more in the Jive games for the Giants while
Series'" ninth. Winner Art Fowler drove
Well, in the .old days, before' in tow. -runs with singles in the
all th.er franchise changes,, the eighth and ninth. Leon Wagner
league-leading Giants and hit n, his, 22nd hemer .inotbe opeor
4kees"juld seem to be headed fur! and his 23rd in the meitcap.
, • CesTiI40 Carresees*.bases - loaded
But: they're 3.b00 miles aparttirioie Witkewo out :in Lthe nintlt
now aItdf eyiu so on to w'n I enabled" sWhite • Soil, to come
all Cote you is $159.61.(1axilleten behind M the first game and
Metalled) to get from One ball the sicond game was just as much
park to the other. • of. a nightmare for the Indsai,s.
Don't feel so depressed, though. who have lost five in a row and le
It still could be an all-Los Ang- of their last IS.
eies series. The Dodgers and Ang- The White Sox clinched t he
els are right up there, and if they „ightesp with six rune in the mitt
et,v;getr4helarndtheinylitliepisyWinorldtheSesoriinees !iimuniesigrn.edfourw hirof n th ree,r eelemdrapp ci
Park. two fly balls! Turk Lown and
A lot of good that does all you Juan pizarro ,kere the winntt.,
baseball fans in Putiasutawney,,
Pa.
Actually, it's still anybody's race
in both leagues. If you don't be-
lieve it, Ube allook at the leaders:
America.
1"...011 '^ W. L P'S. as.
Now York 40 32 .556 -
Los Angeles — 42 34-553 -
Cleveland  41 34 .547,
Minnesota 43.
S 
36 .S44Naiietta
T'al:nrn 'Francisco -,- 52
Los Angeles  52
,
Even thouggi they split a dou- tory over the Orioles. 
Rocky Cole
bleheader with the Ange4s Sun' avito's 17th 
homer off loser Robin
day, the Yankees took over first 
._
Roberts helped Jim Bunning to
•40stit victory.
Earl Wilson. making his first
start' for the Red Sox after his
no-hitter, was kayoed In the sev-
inning by the A's. Kansas
W he P. I
40 32 .556
42 34 .553 
I 
...:
41 3# -s47 4-3' then 
droppedtb"' 
nightcap,
 City rallied for five runs in that
43 36-„.544 i 12-5. The White S
ex swept two frame as sdbby Del Greco and
38 36 .514 3 from the Indians, 6-4 and 
7-5.rr.,
'''
Alusik each homered and
39 38 .508 eit-while the, Twins checked a four- ifd' Ws,ries tripled. Gorden Jones
40 39 .506 31 game backslide with a II
-0 dad- .
. 7 sem over the S. meters_ 
'Detroit*as' the winner and Dirt Radatt
moved int.) fifth place with a 3-3 the-1'4er''
City beat Boston. 9-5.
win over Baltimore. and Kansas Willie Ma,ys'...teLe-ron. single in
The °tents held on to the top 
gatheveeithghettiG,onatslosia•rcuPtinert-tawnha-Ltbe.ey
net in the-NL with- a'5-4 victory-
over the Phillies while the Dods- . - 
_
era -stayed cl4ae. by beating the
Mete 5-1. Pittsburgh outscored St. 
/el . fPIPVIRRItl 
pitchers.
Camilo Pascual, d' good bet t.
be the starting pitcher for the AL
All-Stars. scored his 12th victory
for the Twins with a five-hitter
against the Senators. The Twins
collected 13 hits. including homers
y Harmon Killebrew, Lenny
Bernie Allen and Bob AI-
-Preserves Tiger Victory
Reliever Terry Fox r e tir ad
28 .650 Brooks Robinson with the bases
29 Ake za full and two out in the last of the
ninth to preserve the Tigers' vice
-Ted Savage and Billy Klaus con-
isected for tn. f'hils., Reliever Don
Larsen won #eis fourth game.' •- :••••-•
36 42 .462
35 41 .461
26 48 351
Sunday's Results
Kansas cite * S,..tori 5
Detroit 3 Balteprire-2
Minnesota 9 Waighingt,m 0
Chicago 5 Cleveland 4. 1st
Chicago 7 Cleveland 6. 2nd
New York 6 Lass Angeles 3, 1st 
Lou is, 7-2. Cincinnati 'hurdled
15
In Me AL for the tine
since June 15 - with an assist
from Cleveland right fielder, Geo.
Green, votiem we,;01,1 get to later.
.• The Yankees copped the opener,
Los Angeles 12 Net York 5, 2rIct
• Saturday's Results
Lot Angeles 5 Ner., York 3
Tiedeani 12 Kansa, City ' 6
Chicago 7 Cleveland 0
Housto n. 6-1, and Milwaukee-
blanked Chicago, -1-0. .
Terry Wine Tenth •
Ralph Terry won his 10th for
the- ankee-i in the opener with
• ashington I Mirmesota 0, nigh! the, help of home ruin: by Tom
ilsWith"re 6 13etrun 13Irt T." Treeh ancl -Hector Lopez off loser
Detroit 7' Baitimore 4, 2nd, night Don Ta.. Thu Angels trailed' until
Teday's Games' -
Kansas City at New York, night
Chicago at Detrerta night
Loa Angela. at Washington, tiaggit,
Baltimore at Cleveland. rtigbE
Minnesota' at Elosmn, mot _
tra•aitay's Gimes
Kansas City at New York
Chicago at Detroit
tie Angeles ai Washington
Stinismota at Bneton
Only games scheduled.
NOW.YINJ KNOW
By United Press International
1. The Ain does not set - in the
\arta cape area (if Norway friim
, the middle of May until the end
of Jul3
-1
The polo"' sat is a never-say-
tie fashion. Several New. York
manuf.irtunets included, It in diet
f ettl tee %.1 una• ,Its
'lenti:Tlicateligsl Inlet ,collar turned
at the neek, deep inverted
pleat ate the renter back and
wide fabric belt tashing its ful:
•+`
FLEItNG SPY CAUGHT - Dr.
ttirtre r t A. Noblen, convicted
'Soviet apy who llifnPOrril",°°°
trawl van the da-t-t:fore
Prili•OfirChittek" ,h er face*
after IS arrest in 71.1 Aviv,
Isersehere he flew from Near
.York on a '4,,rged (..pnadian
pigswill. Although .there is ti
eigthaditgen a4winent with t--
raei," the L'Z- has-ii;Veretterr
the 62-3, ear o I it -t.ittossifitin -
Dorn psyuagatret be atirrencier-•
eti
mukiwirk'Nell
- rholi trieetierate
-
Open - 6:45 • Start 7:45
— NOW —
Ending Tuesday!
ragrJOHN WAYNEaMMAIeWailgri
-- WEDNESDAY —
filIEWORKS
-
2ci- THE SECOND
TIME AROUND
"fleOn 5s0 I
COMING SUNDAY!
4 -
(*Amen,
THE
CHILDREN'S
HOUR -
 •••••••••••
. TheodiChildren's Hour Is
Not For ChilslroiaL.--:-
&ET RID
Of
we'll banish
thap‘ for -good
N the perestent presence
af silverfish getting you
devinf-Wiiiriet thorn out
*11-peis- re-Tieuse or .part"•
Went Id 'STAY mitt
Get 06 FretEstimite I
KEELEY'S PEST
IIINTROL
**Phone Plage.3.3914
• 
;114 „ - ••
V.- •
• -• t- 1
.. • . t -
•
L.)
>
z
Ea-
ill
•
41 -01
:1. 1.2 4Nat
NOW
TOGETHER
UNDER
ONE
ROOF!
THE
It. ?mail e." 1;f,
•aeioa Age,te, it'
0,04,11, a pros moan Am
IWO reglect if INI).11
•
- 4-
HUMPHREYS
9th and S\V-t3. 
* OPEN
6:00 A.M. to 10: P.M.
7 DAYS A WEEK
LY 3 DAYS Left On 10-Day DryCleaning Specials
ENDS THURSDAY
TWO-PIECE PLAIN LONG
Suits- Dresses- Coats ,
"
— MIX 'EM OR MATCH 'EM AT THIS .LOW PRICE
Try Our Service Today and Find Out WI*
Martinizing Is The Finest! •
/
ONE HOLM
MARTINIZING
On The Square
STATIONS -* WISHY WAiHY NO. 1 WISHY WASHY NO. 2
1--- ••••= Jin•
MONTEREY
111. Priced Assad,s-li MIMI
vs A 0.1.a50.1 is
A Cal Okilt own-
5.
0 Ft, t HOURSERVICL
BETTER
COME
SEE!
-
"r7ges .
_a
,a.
-44,7
-47,41a4 ,
att>ie;*
,;
MORE.
SHOPPING
AROUND!
MERCURY METEOR MERCINY COMET ...
Sottoly I Ago to110--1 ga toil New 1.1-1 
5,11-
be peon if"ri re hid
por Oft We WON 'Issosige cip. eat 1.1 me se•
ormalammit immormisaimply eg gam,.
Better coTe.seerflie
LOW PRICE THRtt at...
\
TN W., rampart • rs
1.-ra Wen tompals" ,1t-
,1111-0, tool opoolear4 tier
'stead the an eiri gewea.
I
HATHER AUTO
515 SO.-1.11,
•
,
SALES
I.
, 1.1 -•
••••••••• •
i< \'i .
-
tu
•
a
. ;
"
•
•-•
• •• .
•P
LILY 2 962
NT NO. 2
••
IP
'Allt•Kt;
ortrec. Amemeenrerw..-
-
r•-• -
-
'
_
•
•
7.0
a
_
•
— •••..•
-
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MON4AV — JULY ' 1962
• 
OPEN JULY Oth
•
* COLD MELON S
HOME GROWN TOMATOES
* COUNTRY HAMS
* BAR-B-Q
* CRUSHED ICE
and 'Other Picnic Supplies.
FROM 6 a.m. to 8 p.m.
C & H MARKET
On The Concord Highway at the City Limits
Phone PL 3-5860 Murray, Ky.
HUBBS
•
SERVICE
6th and Main
We try our best to give the kind of serv-
ice thaflmadeThii corner—fairnous
..CHIG SERVICE"
We .appreciate ANY of your business!
IF OUR SEIM( F.. D)ESN'T PLEASE YOU,
Tilt; US , 'IF IT DOES; TELL OTHERS'
Cletus Hubbs - E. B. Outland -
Robert Spann and Robert Skinner
For Your Second Home
See
PANORAMA SHORES
NEW
Sub-Division
25.00 and '25 per month buys a
Nice Lot!
- Contact -
FREEMAN JOHNSON
.\ COMPLETE - 
Auto and Truck
Repair "-
* WE SPECIALIZE IN AUTOMATIC *
* TRANSMISSIONS *
SHOLAR'S AUTO
REPAIR
S. ---1 bans-763-1751
FREE!
• MENDING
• BUTTON
Removal and
Replacement
WHEN
You Have Your
Clothes Cleaned
HERE
WHEN GARMENTS -.1.
NV cleaned at Jones Cleaners
they are all antiseptically
moth proofed, odor proofed.
and mildew proofed at no ex-
tra cost. Why pay more and
get less? See us.
YOUR BUSINESS IS
APPRECIATED
- at -
JONES CLEANERS
102 N. 5th St.
• 4
PLaza 3-4542
A
•
•
- aro
r--
• 
rer
-
•
Precious creations to add
charm to your wrist. With
Lady Twist-O-Flez your
watch will add soft lustre
ter your entire ensemble.
Light, enchanting in white
Dr yellow 10 karat gold-
Wed. Stop in end choose
-your fashion highlight-Cady
7,Twist-O-Flex, today. $7.95.
- • — •••••
MURRAv
JEWELRY
Next Door to 'Varsity
Theatre
•
With The Purchase of 2 (H.T.)
Savertown Tires
SUPPLY LIMITED,
•
1
---t••••••••• • •
•
-
•••
•
_
-•-•estalw
O.
Aa•
THE
Dresses
Shirts 
Swim Suits 
Beach Coats
•• -
r +Or ••
•
_
rer.- - •
•
LEDGER TIMES --51URRA.T. KENTUCKY
ve
V3 off
iA off
to 4 off
 1/4 off
Kiddies Korner
"WE MAJOR IN MINORS"
504 Main Street
Expert Car Service
Thoroughly trained men, fast-
est and most efficient ma-
chines, return your car's
"underside" to original manu-
facturer's specifications.
Murray, Ky.
'PACKAGE' OFFER
• wheel alignment.
• brake adjustment
• wheel balance
95
AMERICAN
CAN
ports aid Mrslea
etRestia•al Pal ladird•d
am. 
RBA. NICE 3 BEDROOM itICK HOUSE
at 171 Street;' Has electric heat; plastere(d
th ghout, fu y insulated. Lots of closet space.
s FHA Loa and 'owner will transfer. Owner
eying town-43 Ati_gu.t.
r) NICE TiVO BEDROOM FRAME HOUSE
•
at 1405 Vine Street.' Large garage. On large beau-
tiful lot. Only one block f rum school. $7900.00.
•
NICE 90-FT. LOT ON SO. 11111 SHEET
Ideal for basement. $1800.00.
ROBERTS REALTY
Murray, Ky.
— ALSO HEADQUARTERS FOR —
PHILO FIRESTONE
Air-ConcBtioners
-,; Washers
* Dryers
-'- Televisions
TIRES
*Car
* Truck
* Tractor,
- 
FENTON FIRESTONE
203 South 5th PLaza 3-4669
MIS WE
•
4
"You PON41- NE EP UAW CASI4 TO Si10P MOST OF Ii4ESE STORES "
TID WELL PAINT STORE
tr PAINTS WALLPAPER * CARPETS RUGS
•--
* INLAID, LINOLEUM * TILE
MAGEE BARWICK. ALEXA1'fDIR-tM1TH CARPETS AND RUG8=-DENJAMIN MOORrekINTS
YANYI. CARLON by ARM31RONG 
Built-In Vernois Stove
SHOWER STALL MATS -  $3.49
BATH TUB Mat -  
SHOWER CURTAIN MIS 
Sam Calhoun Plumbing &
Electric Company
PHONE 733-5802
•••••
fashion
elegance -
•
•
?.
--
•
A
•
war...AAMMO? 
_
411. •
sior
PAGE THRO...
srar
— This Week's Specials
BREAD BOXES -   
4-Piece
CANNISTER SET  '1.00,
25 Pint
FREEZER BAGS 4 bozea (1.00 •
20 Quari
FREEZER BAGS 4 boxes 1.00
WE ARE OPEN ALL DAY THURSDAY FOR
YOUR SHOPPING CONVENIENCE
Dollar General
Stores
512 Main_
BIG 40-INCH
McKEEL
EQUIPMENT
Murray, Ky.
CAPACITY
all the way throughi
sip more
10 cylinder width
25./ more/a separating area
30% mar.cleaning area
yet priced in the range
4426 and 28-inch combines
CO.
503 Walnut St. Phone 753-3062
NOW!
Is The Time To Have Your
House Checked
For
TERMITES
and ROACHES
KELLEY S
10* South-13ft-
TERMITE
AND PEST
CONTROL
Telephone PLaza 3-3914
MASSEY-FERGUS:WI/7
Self-Pr eiled
The MP 72 SP MBINE.Wthe-"light heavyweight"
champ of hplist fields, sized and priced just right- for
mediuin,t6largc farms. !slatting near its size 'can
niatci,The NI...F:72 in capacity ahd ability to do a _testi-
cle harvesting johr.-It has all the !cadetship-features--
at have Made Massey-Ferguson cembines, famous
around the wOrld . . balanced separation, long,open -
bottom straw walkers and how profile. ‘Vork-saving
hydraulic system and wide speed selection offer com-
ic versatility. ME 72 ths a 28-inch cylinder; .10 or
it.
Tractor & Imp.
STOKES Industrial Rood
777—*PHONE PL 34219 '
MASTER TIRE SERVICE
Seventh and Main Streets
FREE!' FREE!
ONE SEAT BELT
•
•
esti.
_
alas, •. •
••••-•
•
•
noon In the
of Mrs
`_Jesine
t'
,
•-•-...:•••••••••••
Mrs. J. B. Burkeen - PLaza 3-4947
Social 'Calendar
Monday, July 2 -
The American Legion and Leg-
Ion -Auxiliary will have their an-
--7.----7-hilid--farnily--pienic at the large
pavilion .in. the Murray City Park
at 6- PM- The Leg: ire:a:nes w
danaishemeric_ drink, and bread,
and the ladies are to 5r:rig vege-
tbIes, salads, :and desserts. All,-
families -attending are asked to
bring their OW,13 silver.
. • •
The Jessie Laldwick'Cirele of
the Calla._ presbyti,trian Church
*teat .ThaTii its nual picnic at
yard of the home
arlie Crawford. Mrs.
gers will give the deco-
e. husbands of the mem-
'attend-vited lo
,Iliss Pats; Sears,
E7 dward 0. Hale
Church arill have its geperal meet' .4 re Engaged
ing at 10:00 am. irf the chaise;
I 'DR executive, board will meet at
St00 a.rn
• • • •
Group. of . the CWF of the
FwstAhrjstian Church will meet
at-the church at 2:30 
p.m.• • -
. •
-MurraL kwernbly No. fl -Order
of the Rainbow for Girls will
hold' its 'medlar meeting at the
Maionic Hall at.? p.m.
• . Tlayr_sday, July 5-
Temple Hill Chapter No. 511
Order of the Eastern Star will
hold its altirtUar meeting at the
Lodge Halt at 7;.30 p.m-
• • •
. --
_. • i • 1 Valuable staMge area or. dot- •
. •
_ les ealleatorT- -Ittsgandleas, moat
----The ickallaken-_,  -Jong.; 1-attik-_-new homes -have far legt attic
Moon, and aValatteen Jones Ctrelea. space than older ones.
• isf the WMS of the First" Baptist.' . 
Church will, not meet separately ,
• tut will Meet. with ..the general' -Prodisdien--, of habanIed fire
group on third Tuesday evening. I mu:lament in the ['need States
• • •. ,....... during 1961 inelttled 2.606 •pusn. /
Ms. Pauly Sears
 -•••••••••11
•••
•
• _ • • - • -
•
& TIMES —MURRAY, KENTUCKY
Murray Hospital-MIND THAT'S 1
FULL OF WHISTLERS Cadinssod front. Pafla On.•
By CARLOS MENDO ; day MOO ik.M. to Friday 5:00 a.m.
— o •,Ird P.•••• Intermatlioa.A1 i - MTS. Otis Ferguson, New Con-
GOMERA, Canary Islands MN cord; Rollie Henson, 202 E. 15th.,
Tourists, beware! An indiscreet Benton; Henry Johnston, 403 E.
whistle at a beautiful . Senorita 8th., Benton; Miss Eppie Wilcox,
here could result in anything from Rt. 5; Mrs. Louise Darnell, Broad
a quia trip to tht. altar_ to an. Ext.'„ Wavel Sins. lit...5. ittintonl
afternoon in court. !Mrs.- ̀ Paul Purvis. 185 Illinois,
The native dialect here is not Paducah; Mrs. Guthrie Churchill,
spoken, it's whistled. And it ranks 511 North 7th.: Mrs. Eddie Tur-
with some of the world's most ner and baby girl, Rt. 5, Benton;
difficult languages to learn as no Mrs. Donna Hargrove and baby
one hal yet eoine out with a die- ' girl,. 218 South 18th.; Frank liar-
tionarc for it. ' I per, Model, Tenn.: Whayne lien-
Foreigners at first think all the • derson; 808 W. Main; Mrs. Lex
islandkrs have 'gone" crazy. After Henson, Rt. 2; Mrs. Cornelius
all, it's not a very ordinary thing T:dweil, Rt. 1, Lynn Grove; Mrs.
to/
 
see alphilp of people in heater. Larry Rogers and baby girl, Rt. 1,
discussion whistling at .each other., Lynn Grove: Mrs. JehrY Hendrick-
The island of Gomera is trig,
smallest in the Canary Island,
group. The inhabitants of this
rhicky picce of volcanic ash in the:
AU-irate have tis-ed 'their peculiar I
form of whistling institad of svordSI
since the 15th Centur?! !
Experts .think the survival, of
this unique language is' largely
due to the terrain of the•-island.
Anyone trying to shout a mes-sage
to someone' over a king distance
will soon find out that words are
gene with the wind here. 'Sq the
easiest, way to communicate, as
islanders found out, was by whis-
tling. .
, . Fathers communicate with theh-
. Fon.; ploughing. the field.: a n d
I
housewives catch up ori she. lates'
gossip from hilltop to -vail. las
Means of the language. 's _
pers. 1-41 ttnent and lo,tder trucks. Mr.. and Mrs. homer Sears et At  nowt, it is common. to hen
• tan Service of the Bettie/. Br-mks
.' Chapel and Incleamtience Church-
es will meet *. ft. _laartIOPage di
Aline at 7:30 p.m. - •
.. • r ,
Thesday, July 3rd
The Woman's Society of C.I.2„rit..._haie
lan-SerViee of the nisi ItleMot .4 ,.,,,z :, „Int . fall. - - bon'ez-In Atha -_13.th Cetrturv when
Mr.' Hale is a 1562_graduate oft,islandstssliread slander 
about 
th''•k'nt. The mort,arch foundCalloway County,, High School. lout 'and ordered his troops to.eut
. thist.ist° y say islaruitas had Li
1
out the es of all his, subjects
are skeptical about
Lthink if some way ofeasily corn-
ni irtmg through the deep 111-
IV sepalating Wig. villages, •It takes sorne time to convince
Toirsigners that islanders KS v e
been speaking this way for cen•:
tunes and that whistling for them
Is as natural as talking is log the
rest of the world.
And the 30,000-odd ..hiliabitants
of, this island are not likely to
change. They- have.' a hard enoulfh
••••••••11.,•.••••••••
--W-04001.14.1i-Sar•••••.y ‘t-sf rhric 1 • .• 
and 
teT-squadt.rerstarsi .tratt.,. -hose -earsilrie-ray. announce the engagement the pEiin-tive whistle of a youri,„
.  . 1‘s3tf-arl'hdtrwci anuHghaterl ,iionPatsoYjuttr), Eciai ci- girl fpPriendlaimininag hdi sstaVvtiollahge3-',
, 44. ptl al y to C•'WT771:10T1 not.en.. ',lift, ,Owen IL Hale of Murra, i 1 ne me. k formation °f 'Much of
I birds hardly if i-ver • sleep with . RalifiThree. - _ -_-, the island carries the drawn out
, their heads 'under a wing. Many,: • 1 not... of the sender fir man;.
place the _hill among She feathers 'Miss Seats will be a senior atfroiles over the rugged terrain, .
Vr-h- t.to:--bo# propee-----and r""07--1410‘ S't r"" Trociftion says- the language-wei
MURRAY LOAN CO.-NO W. Iltaln Si. Telephone Pt. $-2821
"YOUR  NOME OWNED LOA 
••••••1•11iii•
Bucy- rs 
iv. •
oR A INE INISHES
B
Air-Tight 'Wood W,ndow Uuilding• Al.minum Storm Windows & Doors -
rch. Beech and Luse Flush Doors.• .
Supply . See jetny Bucy with 27 Years
Budding Experience,
623 3.-4tir3treiri  Plieoe 7534712
HERE'S ANOTHER . . .
SALUTE
OF vALuEs
_apillicv Latin
13th & Chestnut Street..
Murray, Ky. rt. 44184
*IF
4
COMMERCIAL HEAVY TY
WASHERS
a.: '
'COIN DR'  CLEAN . . . •
xcii WM be amazes at how easy it is to keep all
#Oair *simmer clothes clemos,,, fresh and oerw looking.
SAVES YOU MONEY_ . .
cleaned, sized, mildew and moth proof-
ed•all in 'one operation. Only s2.00 and cornplote
operation is only 20 minutes. Wefwill help you!
111:
11110111kiN
CHILDREN
'SHOES
Buy l_Pajr,
At Reg. Price
Support
MS
T5I
HOPERit
ememaitmealleallehiPultanster
OXYGEN PRESSURE SAVES LOelLIAW V1CTIM--0*.ygen prea-
ev!..tr_eattnent in a special decompress, bn chamber above)
is teheved to-have roved the life of Camille Varriale, 5. in
Chicagn Heights, EL She was In "suck-crtthLal conduit,
Ledo acute Jocl_roaw ttetaritin that ordinarily_ Mgt_ weuld
Lave died withisro fog, hours, doetors said. A phymaiun al-
*Lunt-At:red oxygen to tier during tier two daily ses.iione in
the chamber, parked' In the ay.:tors' parking tut et St. James
where the pressure treatrucut 'was deAlliaps.S.
time growing fruit and grain frlom
the unproductive earth to v. orn
aeriout otitwr -peoples' idle chatter-
ing.
•
••••••••••••=•••••••••-•••••
,
 ••=m111•••••
•
THERE'S A CATCH TO 1T—The obsolete suspension bridge 
(foreground) crossing the lower
Niagara River between Lewiston. N.Y., and Queenston, Ont., has 
been offered for sale
by tho Niagara Falls Bridge Commission, But the buyer will have to 
remove It. The old
"-bridge will be closed In November when the new bridge 
in the back,;round is opened.
-
The CHERRY'S PRE - 4th. SALE
MISSES' - JUNIORS' - TEENS' - CHILDREN'S
A I. L
Sprifig & SUMMER FASHIONS
SAVING5AJP TO 1/2 AND MORE!!
sm.140;:firtqr:luisbAy, JULY 3rd AT -8:00 A.M., 
ii %St .
le ••••••1••••041
DRESSES - ½ to 1/2 off
:BLO,USteee ,S--.-29-2/3 to 1/1 off
* sift:0o
-.- 1/3 to 1/2 off
;e611TSWEAR 1A to 1/2 off-
Costume Jewelry
TABLE CLOTH
-Terry Cloth Shower Curtains
MERCURY SHOES .°4 TABLE
POTTERY DISHES 3 PATTERNS TO CHOOSE FROM
IMPORTED CHINA 7..PC. SERVICE FOR 8
ONE-SET-SILVER
•
A
•
Slims & Shorts -1/3 io 1/2 off
ONE RACK
SWIM SUITS - j/3-to 1/2 off
HANDBAGS - -½ to 1/2 off
LAMPS • 14 10 1/2 off
PICTURES - - - 1/3L0 1/2 off
SAVINGS UP TO
ONE GROUP
REG. $105.00 ,JUST
1/2
1/3 off
1/2 off
va off,
1/2 price
$39.95
$59.95
E CHERRY'S
"THE STORE OF YOUTH AND FASiii07"
..•••••••-•-r-
Shoe Stores Giant Shoe Sale Is Now
01,
F
0 , g
R..
2.nd Pair.
FREE
••••••
••-••••-- -7-••••
n Progress - Loaded With Value s & Savings
stiitTs-.F.Rout-tetoRNiNG,
BRING_ THE FAMILY
6-LENN C. WOODEN, ONN
510 MAIN STREET
EASY TO SHOP. . .
TAKE YOUR,. TIME!
FRIENDS, AND NEIGHBORS 'SHARE
Sorry . . .
* ALL SALES
FINAL!
* NO EXcHANGES!
* Na IlEFUNbS!
All Sale Shoes Will Be
Dimilayed with Price
and Size
THE SAVINGS!
• ••
•
._••••-•/'
•
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tng the lower
tered for sale
NO it The old
rid Is opened.
INS  
sr.
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1/2 off
, 1/2 off 1. '
1/2 off •
11/2 off
off
1/2
3 off
off
1 off
#
price
9.95
9.95
Savings
_.ES
HANGES!
UNDS!
es Will Be
/All Price
ize
Ls,
CO
•
•
•
•
•
•
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MONDAY — JULY 2, 19620 _
CANBY FRUIT SLICES  LB. 17'
FREE BAG of VIOlET SOIL WITH
EACH VLET
.25-FT. GA EN HOSE
KUHN'S
Ifs For Your Protection
Have yea ever been refused when you ask-
*a for npartleadar medicine or drug?
Every once-in-a-while a pharmacist must
aay!Sorry, but that requires I prescription."
• If you hear this remember it's for your pro-
tadisp. It tmay mean 
,
a drgs is so priterful it
is restricted by law for dispensing only on peserip-
n!: 5..
IT'S FOR YOUR PROTECTION!
Dale & Stubblefield
REXALL DRUGS Murray, Ky.
WE HAVE PARTS
We Have A Complete Stock of All
Famous Name Brands
by Helen Whiting and Chestnut Hill
from '12.98 - '16.98
JANE COLBY SWEATERS, SKIRTS & SLACKS!
DOUGLAS MARC 3-PC. KNIT SUITS!
— RITZE FIT —
Sweater and Skirt Sets
'13.00 ea. 2 for '25.00
— USE OUR LAY AWAY PLAN —
100 North 15th Murray, Ky.
7-7-AIMTICI1jESI  
' -FOR GARDENS and FIELD CROPS
CANNING SUPPLIES!
GOLD LABEL BALER TWINE
anme Kind Farmers AM For"
SPIATELt— T --- EACH $8.50
and up
.?%110WAY COUNTY
SOIL IMP. ASSN.
Industrial Road, — • PL 3-2924
•
•
_
• LEDGER & TIMES
SHOP• 
HERE!
For A Complete Selection
of Fine Solid
MAPLE FURNITURE
CRASS FURNITURE
South 3rd Street Murray, -Ky.
-
41F9291,01 .
—7- -
MURRAY. KENTUCK1
••••••••••
1. •
Perfect For Outdoor Cooking
CHARCOAL GRILL
Size 
$699Regular
BELK - SETTLE CO.
JULY 4th SPECIALS!
One Group R $1.04. Children, .,,,r.. sI
tir•
41LL- 107
; - •ct, aura.;
with HOOD and
ROTISSERIE 
West Side Court Square
One Rack elg
COTTOtES 4.00
2.Racks Ladies
'DRESSES, values to '8.98  '4.00
One Table
CHILDREN'S SANDALS - '1.44
Reg. $39.98
MEN'S SUITS '22.50
1 Lot Men's
SWIM TRUNKS 77*
!You PONT N,CEP REAM' CASA TO SI101) MOST OCIIIESE StORE: "
41mown
••—•••*--.4
753-3191;
'500 Maple
GREET SUMMER HEADON . .
With an exciting new hairstyle that will make you look and feel your
most feminine for every occasion!
- CALL 753-3191 TODAY FOR YOUR APPOINTMENT
. . . . WE DO THE REST!
- Salon of hair Styles
treellir •-• no.r """.wasernioreonfr
Sycamore
Service
Patricia Norman
Gtenda Borpoe
Carolyn Hopkins
Faye Farris, Owner
TOP VALUE STAMPS
— P-L-U-S _
ICE TEA GLASS WITH 7-GALLON
PURCHASE 'OFIASOL1NE
, * ALSO BONUS *
WITH LUB & OIL CHANGE!!
•.Y&AUTONEEDSiS MY BUSINESS"Y
•
•
• ,
!" 
W Ii tPAiR!
*..We Service and Have Parts for all
Makes of Jewel-Watches
_
* We Use ONLY Genuine Parts
'
Furches Jewelry
113 South 4th PL 3-2835
PAGE PTVII
Enjoy The Ilth With One of These!
1960 VOLKSWAGEN STATION WAGON
Deluxe, as shartas you ever saw, to be used at all.
This is really- a premium unit: If you have need for
such be mire and see this one quick!
WE STILL HAVE 1 BOAT, MOTOR, RAILER
Real, real shary outfit, complete with skis, extxra
tank, generator, sUrter ...everything you need to
o to the' lake. __—
ts wish you most enjoyable 4th of July,
... make it a sa e, Sane, sensible holiday that we
may _n_untCer you among our satisfied customers
aftsjahe 4th. -
NEW CARS — USED CARS '
Motors,
TAYLOR Inc.
"West Kentucky's Transportation Center"
4th & Poplar PL 3-1372
ONE CENT SALE
Wittl. STRAW HATS
Buy One At The Reg. Price ..
Get The
2nd Hat for itoMOIL
BRING A -FRIEND ... GET 21
Graham - JacköA
ROBERSON'S
IIIII BURGER INN
•••
ire Rave Been Closed
FOR EXTENSIVE REMODELING
WE WILL BE OPEN BY MID-WEEK
WATCH FOR OUR
OPENING!
IN OUR NEWLY DECORATED QUARTERS
ADAMS' SEisfirANNUAL
SHOE
CLEARA-NCE
ON
MEN'S - WOMEN'S - CHILDREN'S
SHO'ES•.
ADAMS SHOE STORE -
106 South 5th Street • Murray, Ky.
^
NOW!
Summer Close-Out Clearance
ON ALL
".• AIR =CONDITIONERS
Murray 'Konle ft Auto
.303 Main PL 3-2571 • Murray
•
'4"1'"4". tt•-.C.-wi-t•t-itairr.s.
• .
1
'
_ • "
,
•
_ •
-
• ' •
• ._
•
art
. • -
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READY TO WEAR
DRESSES
5895-1095 - - Sale Price $ 6.99
$12984498;, Sale-Price $ 8.99
$179$-95 Sale Nee
$2295:2495 - - Sale Price $114.‘9
REGULAR $2.98 to $8.95
SPORTS WEAR
SHORTS - SKIRTS - T-SHIRTS
SALE 199 TO 599
IBLOUSES UNIFORMS
$1.99 1A2 Price
ONE LOT OF ONE LOT OF
BUY NOW
AND SAVE
MY 2T
MY 31 ONLY".
......•••••••• 
BoNEYcoms''
The most tomfortable bra ever! Elasfo-netn" -timer;l
cup expands-and contracts to conform with every
move you make without affecting cup contour and
uplift. Fine white all cotton broadcloth. Sizes 32-
36A, 32•1314,-C. Regular, 3:95 MOW ONLY 2"
tr.
• , • •,7*-
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City Ordinance
ORDINANCE NUMBER 384. BE- ,
ING AN ORDINANCE DECLAR-
ING TIM NEED, NECESSITY,'
DESIRABILITY, AND I-N T E N-
,TION or THE CITY OF MUR-
RAY. KENTUCKY, TO ANNEX
, CERTAIN CONTIGUOUS TER-
N ITORi TO THE CITY OF MUR-
RAY% KENTUCKY; AND ACCUR-
ATELY DEFINING THE BOUN-;-
DARIES Or THE TEFtRITORY1
W RICH CITY OF MURRAY,
KENTUCICY, PROPOSES TO AN-
•
East right-of-way of Keret' v
Highway No. 121; thence .
to the Southeast corner of ttie
present City Limits.. .
3. Beginning at a Point on
present City Limits located at
the intersection of the North
right-of-way on Kentucky High- '
way No. _; thence East with
the Norkh right-of-way of Ken-
tucky Highway No. 94 to a point
North of the Northeast corner
of the disposal plant property;'
NEX.
BE IT ORDA 
thence South with the East prop- t
BY THE COM- erty line of the disposal plantSION COUNCIL OF THE CITY. property to the Southeast cornerOF MURRAY, KENTUCKY, A...4.;__ of the disposal plant property;
FOLLOWS: 1 - thence West with the South
relSEC -MNT I. That it is-needful, Property line of the disposal .
necesssary, and desiralsle that 
tT 
plant property- ti?... the present
following described • lands Lying City Limits.
adjacent and coptiguoUs 'to the i SECTION II. That it is the in-
present boundary limits of the tention of City of Murray, Ken-
City of Murray, Kentucky. be an- lucky, to annex to City of Murray,
netted to said City of Murray, Kentucky. so as to become a part
Kentucky.. and become a part thereof, the territory described in
t.t...(. to-wit; 
.....
1. 'Beginning et- a pokft ms
/Present City Limits 'located at
.../ the intersection of the North
• right-of-way on Glendale Road PASSED OM THE _SECOND
and East right-of-way on Hazel READING ON THE ̀22nd DAY
to a point on the East right-of- E
OF JUNE. 1962.
HOLMES LLIS. Mayor
Highway! thence Soul.h 1507 feet
way of Hazel Highway; thence! City of Murray. Ky.
west parallel with present City. ATITST:
Limits to a point on West right- STANFORD ANDRUS, City Clerk
of-way of South 16th Street; . july6c
thence North with West right-
ofrway of South 16th Street t
'• a point on present City Limits:
. thence %Fess with present CIty-
SECTION I hereof.
PASSED ON THE FIRST READ-
ING ON THE 15th DAY OF JUNE,
HOG MARKET
•••••••••••••
•
•.4
-
LLi4GER it TIMES
gARGAIN
_
Limits to the West right-of-way Federal' State Market News
of S'iluth HMI Street thence. Service,,alonday..July 2. Kentuc-
North with West right-of-war of ky Puichas.e - Area Hog Market
--South 18th Street to a point on- Report including 9 buying sta-
:North right-of-way of Kentucky :ions. Receipts Friday and Satur-
-Highway No. 121 and tenter of . day totaled 1385 head. Today bar-
the Bailey Road: thence- East riSles and guts are steady. A few
„ parallel with _Vie North linesixf. No. 1 184) to 220 lbs. $18.50. No. 1,
The Southeast quarter of Sectiop2. and 3 180 to 240 lbs. S18.00 to, .21, Township • 2. Range 4 -East Sia.10; 245 to 270 Ibis. $1675 ta
• - to a point on-the Weft right-of- 517-.75.: 275 to 300 lbs. $16.00._ to
-Way of North 16th Street; thence $17-25; 150 to 175 lbs. $1500 to
1:17r..a°r:hofuN'ithortetThellIthWestStrectrielt:i-tote* 600117.71bs5..N$12.25 atnOcif 135.00s7115 Boors 
to
all
Northwesters-bite of the Soothe-weights $9.00 to $11.50.
West ._qtfartier of Section 22,
Township 2: Range 4 East; then- The ant takes long rests. some-
ce East with North liries of the times remaining motionless for
Southwest-and Sriutheast guar- heurs. An ar.dull seem._ to be a-- ten of Sectioli•-22, Tov.-nship 2. w-As bustling because the nopers
Range 4 East to a point 247 Wet l•ide from sight.-is. inches West of the East ;lection
line of Section 22. Township 2.
Range 4 Ease thence South- 125
feet to anoint parallel with the
eat Line of Section 22, Township
2. Range 4 East; thence East
' parallel With the- North line .of
the -Southeast quarter of 'seesien
22, Township 2, Range 4 Mit
and the SOteirwest quaker of
•Section 23, Township 2. Range 4'
East to a point 265 feet East of
the East right-of-way on U.S.'
-• Highway No. 641: thence North i
322 fret ti a pout: thence 961 1
feet ta a point parallel with
North line of t he Southwest
quarter of Section 23, Township
-P. Range 4 East; thence North
510 feet-' th a point; -thence East
to a point 290 feet East of the
- ----renter of L. & N. R. R. right-Of-
way parallel with the North line
of the Southwest quarter of Sec-
tion 23. Township 2. Range 4
East: thence South ra,pallel with
 _N. R. R. eight-of-way .T0'
„., the_present Northeast corner Cite .TAKES RESPONSIBILITY -
Limits. - Agriculture Secretary Orville Li
2. Beginning Alt a .potrft-On Freeman. testifying in the Billie
present City Limits licaed st • Sel.Estes ineeetigation,tell.. ht
theintemecti oh of tie . North senate stibcominittee t h at' he
right-ofisay -on Giendele Road asetimes  -for -er-
and rAst' 1'4:tit-of-way on Hazel roes . and she.rtss5intigs" of. his
Higtr.v-iy; thence South 1273 feet department in•i5ealings with theto point on the East right-of- ' Texas.openstor. He 'wore,
"Y of }Wel HilfhWaS: thence, ever. that .Estes got "90 specialEast parallel with prevent South benefits" and-that no tax money
City Limits to a point on the,,,, was lost. •
- •
iYPEWRITERS
FOR SALE
_oR RE pit
OFFICE SUPPLY DEPT.
Ledger &Times
,••
Phone P.L. 3- 1 916
Greene 0. Wilson
•
4
BUY NOW
ANDSAYE
-
PUN an
NETWORK- .
,No matter how you move,
amazing Network always stays
in place! It slims, trims, never
shifts, rides. The secret's the
exebasive elastic net in the legit;
it has theconlrol of power net
plus twice the down-stretch!
,White Small, medium, large.
Regular, 5.95 MOW ONLY 455
-
- MURRAV,-KENTJUCKY
YARD GOODS!
ONE HUNDRED PERCENT
Cattams Dacron-Cotton -" Linens
- Prima. - Eyelets - Batistes
reg. $1" y(I. -
reg. $119 \'(I. -
reg. $198 yd. _
eg. $2984d,
reg. $398',511. -
- Sale 69c y(I.
- Sale 8W yd.
- Sale $129 y(i.
s- Sale $198 yd.
- Sale $298 y(1.
BOYS'
SPORT
WEAR!
COATS
'15.95 to '21.95
SALE PRICE
11957 TO 1695
- 404 MAIN TiiE APIPULE Kirmicley
se
•
•
r-
)NrI \v - JUIN 2, 1962
Special Shopping Event -
IN%
!- FOR _
TUODAY
u y 3rd.
,
, -
-
BUY NOW
AND SAVE
JULY 2 TIM
• JULY 31 MY
'
/P\
Self-adjusting crescent, cradled in cup, shapes you beau-'
tifully, assures gentle uplift. Comfortable "No-curl" ,
band prevents binding. Fine_ white all cotton broadcloth,
.St -'"4A, 32.40,32-:Ille. Regular, 2.50
NOW ONLY,1119
P8t811 annek up.
II
LAMES' SHOES
• JACQUELINE • CONNIE
• PARIS FASHION SHOES
Whites-- 'Bones - Black Calf - Patents
SELECT FROM
MID-HEELS - STACKED HEELS - FLATS
val. to $1399 -
val. *44.1"
• val. to i 899 -
-val. to $ 699 -
. vaLto $ 599 '
Ll. to-$ 499
- Sale $9.99 1
▪ Sale
Sale. 
14;8:99
- Sale $4.99
- Sale $3.9
Sale
FIRST QUALITY BRANDED
NYLON HOSE
- REG. $1,4XY PAIR -
7e0 f.411.01)
DIAL 76244E3
•
ennaewearairMaa,
3rd.
BE NOW
AND SAVE
JULY 2 THRU
f. JULY 31 ONLY
-
tp, shapes yotibeau-'
fortable ''No-eurl"
LI cot,lon braa4elotit.,F7-7--""
6r.2.511.6-
DW ONLY,1“
HOES
• CONNIE
SHOES
If - Patents
ELS - 'FLATS
e $9•99'
e ift.9
e $6.99
e $4.99
e 53.99
e '2.99
OIDED
IOSE.
q.50
:7$3 4423..
,
•
,
•••••eatel 
•
etl.
_
-_:_r----II
•
10, AY - /TAN 2, 19 TUE LEDGER & INURBAY_I_AkCICT
1 
sr'
tfnc condition. See at 1708 Olive or
phone 753-4691. j2c
THIRTY-THREE FOOT Spartan.
Sleeps six. Only $895. Many others
to ehoOse from Matthews 'Trailer
Sales. Paducah _kaaad, Mayfield.
KENMORE AUTOMATIC washer Call CH 7-9066. j2c
lulY3c and dryer. Also one wringer type
Maytag washer. alarrelle On,
I HAVE TWO 8 ET jWOOD Hazel. phone 492-3590.
picnic tables left. Will make no
more except on coder. Call PL 3- 1950 CHEVROLET. ALSO 10-ft.
2450 or see on Concord Road 1 Gibson refrigerator, both in good
DIRECTORY
YOUR MURRAY-CALLOWAY COUNTY
;BUSINESS
ADDING MACHINES
and TYPEWRITERS
Sales & Service
Ledger & Times  PL 3-1916
DRUG STORES
?rug;  II. 3-2547
INSURANCE%
Frazee, Melugan & Holton
Gen Insurance  PL. 11-416
OFFICE SUPPLIES
Ledger & Tunes  FL 3-1916
.
PRINTING
Ledger & Times  PL 3-1916
TYPEWRITER RENTAL
AND, lERVICE
Ledges & 1 =es . eL 3-1916
USED AUTO PARTS
. may Auto Salvage - Hazel Rd."
Parts Ifar All Models - PL 3-3716
CONSTRUCTION OFFICE Build-
a1 t ayideal for small tack "MEXIDE" BEAN BEETLE DUSTcottI m,be oti N. 10th
With 1% Rotonone, 4-lb bag arrayat the new Academic building at
the college. j2p $1.00. Douglass Hardware. j2c
CARPETS a.E&N EASIER with
the Blue Lustre electric carpet
shampooer tor only $1, per day.
Crabs Furniture. j4c
NOTICE
DOLLAR CAR WASH OPEN:
Early Bird Oil Co., Industrial Rd.
& Main St. White side wall tires
25c extra. Open from 1:09 p.m. to
5:00 p.m. weekdays, Sat -:00 am.
tO 4. p.m. Bob L. McCuiston. j2c
1936 HARLEY-DAVIDSON model
125 motorcycle. Completely re-
built, new paint job, new tires
and tubes, and new- rebuilt motor.
See "Jun Williams Jr. at 207 S.
13th or call PE. 3-3147. tine
RF.DWOOT-P IC N IC TABLES
$11.05," assembled $13.95. Cabinets
and mill work. West ,Kentucky
Lumber Company,. Cabinet Shop.
PL 3-2731. j5c
30 ACRES, MORE OR LESS, e_
taeen Tr -City and Sedalia, in
Bacon Creek, Bottom. John Cecil
Beaman, Drivers Lane, 'Mayfield.
j313
1953 CHEVROLET STATION
WagonaCall PL 3-1556. Ito
I LOST FOUND
FOUND: BOAT 3 MILES BELOW
bridge on Ky.'Lake. Owner Must
identify. Phone TU 6-4091, Hop-
kirerville, Ky. _ j3c
TER A NICIIANS hte447, ofheitkii0AW3fAlDW4Wet
n(MI-nfir 
jy
e .._,_ CI I A PTE i'. 26 . .i.t onset Stild ne would or n1111'14y q- - or,1 t'or ,
A FTEH a tire-.1 e.. amg 0, - au„....,; allege' a tie ai..weit..piaten by li tt-,..,:- h -0
tretimen .r- r-menkt•ons Hale her ta imluence aim again • lthe type that ravil-..
' 1P----Spineee" ind -.1ala - os-to • 'err. :s-risrvir *afore naafi - efejf-ra, rt ea...air Imo a, tr- 7.7.-r-:-
. Blare Ox tarm staidly. after reached the rhaa.es Paaer, am into eilia York ti-lay' K tic
dawn ‘ I disinatinteo on the terry_ vial L insect
They _would netr.lie., a longer cameo them mania tiVe sr-thin:a i • "'Yes - I've ac's chanae, my
journey than -the alma mem to-New London • Pricy stood to. -Identity. and I won I emu^ enek
- her; of the ticoinvirel.- 'Brigade getter at the. rail ol the eluifths tot my uniform until _Dot nits-
so August Dale Ream I-lane-vs.. orusd-oottomeo boat. ant Katie awn ig completed." ' _ :
and /the Simpson- orotriers.. starthae 'Hugh by ilitianing -poi i -Where are wet", ,.
pi rieC to . remain at - the farm taunts Sea so •claear Out "-.e si ' "in ftcw , lers-y. Ips' l,'-'ter
Ul tart °flowing morning-arid 'Ingot-ten Ott ..mist liavioua_tial emu II -vriu don't snow any
. everything weer- acc irding to token at ell. er Ii' It:. vc.• -you. , -detail* Butcher Hilly'e,unntr;-
Oaf. jhe tN• o gr" -pa Avoilid Mii-nae De, 'Jr he,. iegl. nand. inner. •Gmearal Howell provraa,
•• reunited in New Y. gra in tour! Augh hicogetl at net °lankly ', has 'rleveTptikll n- etimarltalt*
tio•-a • I • "lite 14 go:' • tc r --.e as a trehavque for forcing prisoners
/ Katie., who was an accom- marriee coupe. e •i•••, we 
,reaco to reveal intormation "
picifiel r der mei her in. :1 niare. ' B-itisn uerritor). oat I have mai - she . Wad grateful for his
amelloga, who was mountea,on wedding tangs' ,--: ' i thoughtfulness.
Tote., led a gelding carrying 1 ' He,isod tie amold rectify the i -Are vou ready to leavea-
Doi..., o: clottim; and eric-a' ,ourrisugt.t 'meted ilttifl v, and There was a truce of ungatienee
brae tnat hail oeen 'packed en. ' tonna • silVegaihitb s shot' m in Hugh s voice as he glanced
der August sasuperviaion. , I New 1„,enceln. , ' lulu-olden the window at at, sky.
'''-' liel;.1.t. marveling at the old ! On the; third diy of tit' e tours I "Well eat quickly while the,
_ man • CunnIns, could no it r- ' ney they crosz--ee the 'Connecta , horses are being saddled.-
. stand„. wily.. Ile- tan , oaen AU C115,NEW _ 1021. int, cut across!
EEO* SALE
I REGISTERED HEREFORDS.
mile from town.
NEW AND USED MOTOR Scoot a CAms and calves' horned and Pc4-
ers. Law down payment, eas3,I 
led. Young bulls. Telephone PL 3-
terms. Expert repair service. Bob's 4581' • 12c
Lawn and Garden Center. PL 3-
5767.
• • •
successful m sus earen as a the upper par•tton of Westenere ' NIORTSN Walker, proprteirria
counterteiter queued: 41:1f mt. tot Dion'', 'and 'were' letried I ''' of the Duke of Albany Inn,
suited that the etaegsee. sr-nal over In, Iiiid:i.an River seVitrai studied lus..cew guests. mare's--
siivetantaue the claim that toe miles art,viii-tnie British sertry titiously. Both acre dreesed ex-
.couple were refugees. fro gate.- aetposts Haar new precisely pensivelyTheir manner: were
41,121 Inn, hAPSP4  4a5;,___
she would need, an'd 1-itiqn, ran tlaac na e --. Wan:diced . , „factilarly the stallion, were ani-
had purchased onlf two•civilLin _Illea were „tenac And- exceei- .mall that only wealthy people.
sults since de had decided t6 portaily quiet ,i•trin•.: tine-Witter ethild attorif to own
invade enemy -territory, had part ot tbe day. but no ineunents ' WilRer. whose Ousiness had
. been told 0)" August to Invest marred their lournee. arm Hugh thrived since the Brutish nail
In °Med items Of apparel berrire pressed ahcadticIng after ni:;.it , (wearied New York. considered
he reached jitgillsitt4w1d...1Vra: tell, paaam_e, occasionally to , himself an excellent judge of •
tory. • study a map by the pale , moon- ; characterand an even better ' ,
Several piereetfradver2Vetit- ligiit of- a fill-moon. -- one of his patrons ability to
glass vase and • 'pair of bat- • • • pay the prices no demanded..
ti-red pen-ter mugs were stuffed A T LA'S'T they came to a He bowed smiled in,;-ratiatingly.
Into one of Katie's leather boxes r-s large. dark fermi:anise. and- and stood aside to let them en-
too. end Thigh approved heart Hugh dismounted tit -the en. ter the inn 'ahead of hint. '
Ily of August's foresight. The trance Katie watched hint cues. -I assume-, Mr. Spencer, that
holieeheld items _were erect:a- 1y ousel is he tapped nye times You'll want one of our better
tlie,. sorts of ,ob,iiiets that A on the door. and after ,a tong .suites" Walker rubbed his
'woman leaving her boom anottlU }saute it chain rattled, the latch hands together.
Uike with her. . was raisibl and nig - 'Whitt is your charge for
. Aft• -they waved to the _ mien opened a crack. such -accommodations7"- RUA
,. . Who watched them _front the --Liberty or death.. Patrick inanaaea to convey the Imps-ca-
entrance to Black Or [arm. Henry," Hugh said. atm) that any discussion involve,
Katie , said. -You and I will A mar* grunted approval mg money 'wee distasteful.
have to reach an understanding softly. , - "Ten shillings per day, sir.'
r I g h t 'tfow, Hugh." tale ad- -All men are created e aal ,--leia.'-firice was outrageous, but
dragged 111M by, 111-6 Chr s an an in epen ent. _ Thomas Jet U mi-liitt ala-ed alfirMiiM.-Tnif
name for. the first time since ferson. Firs raft ,plajataTiae- afraid I can't afford 1 suite at
. 
rielopenaeneer ta aiga the moment." , he said regret-.Myhe had seen, her in - America. laratia
" father loves adverquret for pausedz tor---• moment, then fully. -1'11, have to, wait arall .
Its ovm sake, but 1 don't. .1 asked. "Courtterstnr-- - we -eapture Philadelphia and-,
like living quiegy In my own -PIA node bdt Amerlcnes am my proaarty is recovered for
. 'homeaand I certainly don't Off- guard tuneg14.---General 'Weigh- hie," 'He turned to Katie sienio•
/ jay' the prospect of being hanged ington." e„, . . geticany. "Well have to Malta
'i in New Yore as a spy. I've Hugh relaxed, and the door 'do with- less, my dear."i
coin° Wall- _you for two rearm/Is, opefied. aSha asttrredit-ingtranct--con-
..wh,, are you 71, The gaunt 
(rived to look heroic.Natrually,- I hope Pa and 1 will
'win a pardon. And if I can. 1 Wetly man in the entrancc 
Walker's attitude Changed
.
1 waraurikind to you in London; ii•CaptSEn Spencer. Of Tall- 
 hatde. Tie: -SPebeersa, syantato, repay my debt to yeia_jaaatea _ale a ample farmer.
I'd like to Mega You flaw.; nia,iggek later, and a laay." ' 
W0044:ngllin aristocrats.' as
Tbe:oltlitifettlar ealta out an 
he had assumed. but Tory rein.
expect ici win eitti-r ymerlrind- -
Please let me finish. I don't oert,r. , .. :Katie was,sturprise4 gees Loyalists from every col-
ship MY-four reapeet, -Os I'm en- -.09-etiVe other IDICS pnY ilrli 
come to New York.
not stupid, arid I know tv-e'll be e ta .dt,the hotise.• tale vats 
_Mid the proprfsgsr-"of the Puke
creighent we dont work to 
It.,110.itha, round, atnei tee ot Alnany knew from long ex-
gether. So, evc,n though this .0 ,01,1 woman wh,,. was wait.may be hard for you.to believe. a 
rerlence how to handle them.
"The only other quarters I can•trallti,e ',$1*R9, N a k en to the rear:
1 won't Ile to' yore - ma: inside the dark house 
five you cost three shillings per
. 
day, or one pound at the weekly
Giving him no chance to re- contorted her to a beare'im. 
, • gate-She spurred ahead and took brought leer a plate of cold 
rate:-
••We'll pay by • the
,... yie lead' on the road to West- too-1, and- tied tic,r _that. under Hu 
Week,"
erly. . .
. • . no eircurretanees should • she 
gh replied.
a
They didn't converse -againahgte a candle.
all morning, and Hugh, after Hugh dIsappeered until the
trying to evaluate Katie's al- toihwing morning, and when he'
lege-d desire to help him, decid- .1,apped at Male's door shortly
ad It'would be in his best Inter aft.a t • siln rose, he a-as
inels to give her no (avait for deemed a sett of dark .given
the statement, She-had tooted wool W
'
•
•
Wait can laiga say ishen
Ralki declarer' f l'1014
“Inti.10 wanted revenge- al*e
the duty vitt disceyered me at
the farm and you've plo nip d
to treat me„.1.1ke a baud"?
11 %viva! lapels. His Continue. tne story toniteroW.
,
,
aa .
HAVE PROSPECTS, 'NEED List-
ings on all kinds of real estate.
Come in end list now. I might
have 90)4 your porpeity today if
Federal State Market
News Service
MURRAY, Ky.,_Tuesclay, June
26,a1962, Murray Livestock Co.'
• .RECEIPTS: Hogs 47; Cattle and
Calves, 414; Sheep, 25.
HOGS: Receipts mostly mixed
grade butaheis. Steady to 25c loara
er. 12 head U.S. No. 1, 2 and -3
harrows and gilts 219 1b. $17.75l-
150 le 175 lb. $15.75 to $17.00;
257 to 277 lb. $16.50 to $17.00allo.
2 and 3 sews 292 to 475 lb. i13.00.
to $14.75.
CATTLE and CALVES: Feceipta
mostly stock steers and ciows. All
classes about steady. Standard and
Good 500 to 700 lb. mitred slaugh-
ter yearlings $22.00; to $23.50;
Good and 'Choice 300 to 500 lb.
slaughter calves $12.50 to $24.75:
Utility and Commercial cows
$13.90 to $115.30; Canner andCut-
ter $10.00 to ,-$14.80; Utility and
Commercial bulls $18.30 le-$18.80;
Few Choice 350 to 550 lb. stock
steers $26.50 to $28.25; Good 300
to 600 lb. $24.25 to $27.00; Medium
$21.00 to $24.00; Common $16.25
to $20:4; Medium end Good MO!
to 800 lb feeder steers $22.00 to
524.30; Good _300 to 600 lb stock
heifers $22.60 to $24.70; Medium
$19.00 to $21.50; Medium.and 
Good Meek with calves $147.0fa
to $207.50 per cow.
VEAL,ERS: Mostly 75 to $1.00
laWer. Choice $27.00 to $2800;
Good $25.50 to $27.25; Standard
IIHIEEP: Good 83-61 lb slaughter;
sal -;eti be $25.25. ' I
spr.ng lambs $17.50 ti $18.50;
Good and Choice slaughter ewes
$6.75 to $7.00.
NANCY
I- had known that you would sell.
Claude L. Miller, Realtor, PL
5064 Phonest,PL 3-3059, Over Rer-
an drug.
'HELP WANTED
. ------- --
WAITRESS. APPLY AT Triangle
Inn or phone PL 34953. 15c
•
FOR RENT
4 ROOM MODERN DUPLEX,
mile weal of 18th Street on Lynn
Grove Highway. .Contect. E. C.
Stone. jezm
4 BEDROOM HOUSE ON S. 12th
St. Drapes furnished. Upstairs
carpeted. Phone PL 3-3378. tfc
THREE ROOM FURNISHED
apartMent with bath. TeL PL 3,-
4555. after 5:00 p.m:
University of -California food
acieptists have created a high-
vitamin drink of tomato juice
with a dash of juice Arum ripe,
red bell peppers.
YOUTH ADMITS 'MAD' KILLING OF GIRLS-Breaking down
after 16 'hours of questioning, Jeri-ell Ray Howell, 200-
pound. six-foot 18-year-old, confessed he lurked and beat
twd-little girls fatally because he got "mad" v. hen one of the
girls resisted his sexual advances near a stream in Mans-
field, 0. The victims were Connie Lyne Hurrel (tow, 7,
and Jean Marie Bertoch, 9. Howell, released from Boys
Industrial Sehool in Lancaster, O., last February after serv-
ing a term for molesting a 12-year-old girl, eras charged
with two counts of first degree murder
WHAT'S
ON TV?
media
111-aira•iee
33-Landetr
35-Epic story
26-1-ured
39-Pounds down
42-Cornnass
point
43-Central
American
Indian
45--lump
I6-Puli
,IS ,Acent
i11-21usl, • as
_ .
Ill-Greenland
settlement
Si-Appear
14-Mitials of:
26th
President
air-Sharp reply
0- Flat forma
el-Nerve
networks
112-Seda t • •
DOWN',
I-Nativa at
Britain
I'l"r.nli
Sytlele
3-it. sr part of
ship
4---(-k..
' per. rntr
4- At tetho's
6-Senlor
-tabbr.)
a •
.• •
--16111.4",
NeW SURGICAL 'COLD KNirE' EXHUMED-using
new surgical freezing technique called a "cold kpife," Henry
J. Smith, Union Carbide „engineer, creates a tiny ball of
frozen gelatin on the tip of a steel tube at the American
Medical Association convention In Chicago. The -cold
knife," which freezes and destroys brain tassue, has been.
used to treat Pazkinson's and other disease,. successfully. -
CR.9§SWORD PUZZLE
ASheisa
6-Pigpens
11- Favor
12-Bu5 lack
14- TI, ee-toed
sloth
15-eath:al
appendage
17-Singing
voice
111-Posse-ilatie
PrO1101.1U
SO-FeWest
:3-Drunkard
7-8) mho' toe
telittrium
11111ris name
9- 141. etpregli
10-itriatly
- A, hes -
• 11 - Engin e
16-Unit of
.itirttveiancny
1.111/
11' European
erwtrt•
21- Nan.'
r2-11andles
Z.-Ancient
24- Ntenaaran- Greek dialect
dam 27-Potential
NI-Cubic m•tee energy
25-Conjunction 20-81s• of tr.'s;
211,Pry into 
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34-int ed
period at
than
35-tio im
di-Or nellthsr
sea
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THEY'RE
SHOWINC.i
SOME NEW
ART WORK
IN THE
WHITE
HOUSE
L1L' ABNER
••-e
ABBLE AN' SLATS_
Ca •?a,aZ M
GET5ET!
okiaINALs
BY PICASSO
OR WHISTLER?
e".•F Si'faNG VER. 11.1 TI-Ircf-IIPS,
1. AaD ACCORDIN' TO THE LAW L./
DPWN BY ..YE LATE CAAN'PA q•,o3
GOT T' LIVE IN CRAFNTrzer
;77, .* • CORNERS .F012 A FULL
YEAR T' COLLECT
• ""‘\ -tc THE LEGAC/ - HOW'
-7 DOES THIS DUMP
STRIKE YOU? •
*
4 •
BY CAROLINE
IF I +AYE Xt. NEAM. I it444
COLD WAX ASOUT 6DIAET '6
DO.N.3TitE Mr-K6T
by Erin' Eloshanller
Lege
'1O.LI'R.F...5LIREL ,-itaT NC
THAT SKINNY L SKI p's
EL-Mf-RIATED,' 7:12E7-t_
COME BACK
W01.31..DN T
IF YOU-WEP2E THE faxt
MISSONIVERSE.."  
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One Big Table
SUMMER FABRICS
Values. to 11.25
RED-UE[0
TO 79,yd
National Stores Corp.
408 Main Street Murray, Ky.
JOHNSON'S GROCERY
For The Best Beef in the World, Look
For This Insert on Each Package
STYLES HAVE
CHANGED
HOLCOMB CHEVROLET
Hazel Highway Murray Ky.
Treat Yourself
the 4th with -a big
BA:NAIN SPLIT,
DAIRY QUEEN
1303 Main Murray, Ky.
a. • •" •r• 
Sneakers ere
Sneakers but
• WING-DINGS
area
: horsei
. of a
14...i- different
color •.• 
''••••••/•• 
RYANS
10 DIFFERENT
COLORS
Narrow
51-to 10
Medium/
41 to 11
395
..wArM arm.
_ _ •
 .418•11..min••••.--•-••••WW.4111."'-'.
• • ,
--7—,,,..•••,••••••••••••••,•••;•••••
We
!— TEE LEDGER & TIME! — MURRAT,)CENTUC T
NN1
NORTHENS
- LARGE SELECTION -
LADIES SWIM SUITS _ _ _ Reduced '5.98
BEACH TOWELS ____ _ ____ '2.98
BEACH BAGS  '1.98
BATHING CAPS  '1.00
OTHER SWI MSUITS _ _ _ '8.98 to '13.98
Large Selection of
CHILDRENS SWIM WEAR
era
BANK OF MURRAY -
Salute-s- You
Why Not Do Your Shopping
With
°LOCAL MERCHANTS
BANK--of MURRAY
"THE FRIENDLY BANK"
Member F.D.I.C.
KENTUCKY'S MOST MODERN WATER SYSTEM
STA-RITE PUMP with s PlastA Lined Non-Water-Logging Pressure Tank
installed with Carlon Hi-Mol Pipe that is guaranteed 25 years!
See
ELLIS PUMP & PIPE COMPANY
1303 Chestnut Street Murray. Kentucky
1,t4Ns.
'YOU PONT NEP IZEAPY CASk TO SI !OP MOST OP 11ESE sroRes!
JULY FOURTH SPECIALS
24" PICNIC GRILLE
!/2-GAL. THERMOS JUG '1.49 ALL GOODYEAR TIRES - Sale Priced •
1-GAL. THERMOS JUG - '3.99
BEACH FLOAT; full size _ 1.99
with head rest
'4.95 1"r:-NNIS RACKET, 3 balls '3.99
- 1'99. ALL FISHING SUPPLIES 25c7.- OFF
LOOK!!
ADMIRAL or MOTOROLA
23" TABLE MODEL TV
With Matching Base $17995
SALES and SERVICE
For A Deal That is Really
A DEAL
- SEE -
DICK fiL . DUNN
12th Poplar PL.44.-34.3, • •
•••
BILBRETS
V.EOPLES AYR
CY
111.7]113.&Y 
- 
/3P 
MONDkY TIT). 2 1962.
SALE
FINAL CLOSE OUT!!
LAWN
FURNITURE
THURMAN
_ FURNITURE
V
For More Fun In The Sun . . .
Try Motoring and
GO!! TEXACO!!
Leave Your Car to the Man With
The Star at
OVERCAST
TEXACO SERVICE STATION
South 4tb St. at- the "Y"
TRY OUR SERVICE!!
-We Appreciate Your 13 usiness-
WE RICK UP AND DELIVER - CALL 753-4116
OWENS MARKET
PURE
fiUND BEEF   3 Lbs
BAR-B-Q CHICKEN
ICE COLD. with $5.00 purchase
WATERMELON  each
10-LBS. SUGAR  89'
11.1E ktcrGESI. LITTI.F. STORE IN" TOWN!
OPEN SUfbY For rani Miembis Cearrenionee
OP ALL DAY THE 4th!
1409 Main Street Murray, Ky.
4th of July Specials!!
1 Table PEDAL PUSHERS _ _¼ Off
JAM'AICAS & TOPS  1/4 Off
BEACH ACCESSORIES _ _ 20e'r Off
We Have A Complete Line Of
SWIM WtAR and ACCESSORIES
VARIETY SHOPPE
North 15th Street
SEE OUR NEW FALL STYLES IN
SPORTSWEAR'
•
The Mercury
FON' Transistorized Phonograph
WITH NON-BREAKABLE CASE
Plays Anywhere
On The Beach . . . On A Picnic . . On The
Patio. Operates on flashlight batteries,
plays all records — all sizes!
CHUCK'S $5995
MUSIC CENTER
1411 ahliu - PL 
"3-3682 •
•
•
tJ
4
•
qt.
•
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•
•
•
•-••
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•
•
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lion proceeding; to have the boys
Hazel Snake Gets Publicity. Far And Wide, Even wards, _,Ilardin, Clinton Pennington, s
Patients diem , Seim Friday en' )•
‘, Route 4. 
Rt: and theear broureht to Paris All
1 exeept Puckett are residents of
A Trap For Capture Suggested By One Reader, 72.77 )7,8:  • ft_ncan. t.114°I, 81rener; ' eda a 1955 °I' *56 while  Rambler'
. Puzitett's statement said the ear
Toni Gordon Go rin Pond, Mrs. 1
Fred Butternorth, Rt. 1; Mrs L
Welton Jones. Ilardin; Mr. anal-
1505 cant,* 
oive;, 
Larry 
Rog: TPho011ile
dom. 3(C North ilOthreadrs. Earl - 
ecCG-eive°P
V Lyons, Dexter; Mrs. 0. J. Gro-
gan, Rf. 3; Men'llertie Waggoner, '
CV Olive; Mrs, 'Wittier° Pogue, s •
ere, Rt I. HavalelMrs. Wells Put-
Spann. MS SOuft ITS, Mrs. ia-
mus Beale. Coldwater, Road; Mrs. $1*59,000
ton Jones. same address: Mrs. • ,
Rhoda Dory. Fort Myers. Fla ;
Paul Wheatley, Rt. 4, Harold
Gipson. Rt. 4, Benton; Mrs. James 
(7ongreormin nem A StJhble.
Lamb, Rt. 1; Miss Annette Clark, 
field today annowsgsd the Rural
Slectrification Administration has
Shelnyville. Ky.; Charles Henry, nen • $1.859.000 loan to theRt. 6; Mrs. Maudie Hale, 114 wen Kentucky Rural TelephoneNorth 12th; Mrs Herman Per-
' 
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LLOWAY MEN MAY FACE EXTRADITION
Seek Slayers Of Two Louisville
llon Girl Is Being Questioned
LOUISVILLE, Ky. Int — Ass
18-year old girl who was with two
slain Louisville teen-ed boys the
night they disappeared was pick-
ed up for questionings today by
oh
Polite said Norma Jean Burden
Snow admits being at a teen-aged
party with James S. Impelligeri,
14, and James Benningifield, 17, at
a Boy Stout comp shelterhouse
near Fiiirdale. Ky., the night of
June 23. ' •
• Fortier she told police the two
boys had dropped her off at a
high school dance and gone on to
the party. 
Thebadly decomposed bodies of
onhe boys, both shot _through the
wheed with a 38 caliber weapon,
were found Monday in a wooded
area in neighboring Buthett Coun-
ty.
Police Mid 12 of the restimated
30 other you4gs1er:7" who attends
ed the party also were being
questioned. No motive for the
slay Ines has yet been detemsined.
Butt County Sheriff it, G.
Beemel gaol the two apparentty
di 
 
were slain and thrown from a
n"ca r
Jefferson County Police deice-
t ivt• Sgt. • George Winstead said
the Burden glrl was found at a
downtown apartment house.
She was reported missing two
Interest High
qn—Librarv
-- Rea Club
ldays after the boys' disappear-
? mice, but was' found six days
later in an apartment here. The
girin father said she told hen
last Saturday she was going to
live with her remarried mother.
but gave no address
lie said she asked hint to pack
her clothes but did not come for
them.
Mrs Anne Bermingfield, mother
of one of the slain boys, told
police her son had left home to
attend a party in Jones Hollow
near Fairdale, a short distance
from the area where the bodies
were found. .
One of the bodies was found
by two youngRullitt County boys,
Kenneth D. O'Brien, 11. and his
brother, Melvin, 13, who were
bLickberrylog en mute to a gro-
Centinesid 00 Page 'Nor
The Riverboat Reading (lob has
"launched" four boats headed for
New orleans. The Robert E. Lee
...has 92 points and made a fast
strip from Pittaburrtr to Louisville.
Other boate or teams have primed
the non stop on the trip. Queen
City has 78 points, Cotton Blos-
som 68 points and the Avalon
61 points
The map and rules hang in
the front Nall of flee Public Li-
brary andoebtlenen may join the-
boats hr registering with the li- eviial Planned
brarian. More than 130 children For July 8 to 13
are participating,
glory hour will he postpone* Revivarilervices will be held at
this week 'min July 5 Thursday &Anew springs Methodist Chit:-
2-30 Mrs 3.30. re Josiah Darting oh,' New Concord, July 8 • 13.
and Mrs. Frederick Paesel will be Rev. R. L. Dotson, pastor of the
the storstellers fire Grades 1, 2, 3. Sedolianturnell's Chapel Metho-
mrs. P•Itsel has n*Iinhed dist chinlches will be the eying-
drenso hooks and tangh4 in Mu- Mist Service will be each rlight
nrch. Germany. at 7:30 pm The public is invited
'Mrs' John Winter and %Mrs. to attend. Singing is under the
' Marry *arks will be the stor direction of thenpanor.
tellers for grades over four. 
-Coldwater Methodists
Will- Begin Revival
Phil. Top Indians
In' PonyAction
The Phils topped the Indiahs 9
day and the Oribles dropped the
Dodgers 13 to 2.
John Sammons pitched the Phils
to victory as his teem made nine
hon. committed tv,7 errors and
left eight men on base. Stone
ieas the catcher. Satterwhite and
J Lamb each had two-base hits.
The Indians failed to score on
three Intro made one error, and
left seven runners stranded. Stalls
was the starting and losing pit-
cher He was replaced by Sprung-
er in the fourth who was re-
limed by Don Johnson in the
eerenth-. Nonny was the eatther.
Tonny Thomas racked up eian-
other victory as the Orioles scor-
ed 13 runs on join two hits, com-
mitted five enrors. and left six
men on. West was the cateher.
For, . the 1)odgers it was two
runs on three hits, five errors
and nine runners left on base.
Ward started and was given, the
loss, tompicins came into the
game in the sixth inning. Snet-
ton, the catcher. nos replaced
by Sammons in the bottom of
the fourth who was relieved by
Nanny in- the sixth,
a
Western Kentucky -.-- Partly
jcloudy continued warm and hum-
id with a few widely scattered
thundershowers today, tonight and
Wednesday. High today near 00.
Low tonight upper tRn. High
Wednesday low 9(1e.
Weather 
Report 
_
W "OM tow kL
Tempeeatures at 8 am.
Louisville 77 
 irn
Lexington 73
Covington 74 - '
Paducah 73 '
• t Bowling Green 74
—.London 70
tranaville, IniL, 7r1
fiuntinglon, W.Va., 80
FLY
THE Ft-At -
TOMORROW
NO, ISSUE WEDNESDAY JULY 4
The Ledger and Ten's will not
publish on tomorrow the Fourth
of July. in order that employees
of the daily newspaper might
spend the holiday with their
'anti lies.
The neat issue after the holi-
day, will lio on Thursdey July
Meet business houses in Mur-
ray will be cloud for the holiday
and courthouse offices will be
closed also. The •herlfi may be
reached at his home City Police
will remain open as usual as will
the Fire Department, The Mut,
ray postaffk• will be closed.
Amusement centers will be
epees for the holiday.
•
Murray Negro Shot
I n Paducah Fracas
Eugene Littleton. colored WM
of Murray, mks Mot last night
In Paducah incloia___reportee
good condition 'at Lourdel Hos-
pital Mere.
William E. Wells, has been'
arrested and charged with malic-
ious shooting with inent to kill
in connection with the shooting.
Police' said that Littleton loan
an eye when hit in the face and
body to a discharge from a
dOuble barreled shotgun.
Wells allegedly first drew a
knife on Littleton at his home.
Littleton reportedly threw a
cloek at Wells and fled to a
nearby tavern near the place
where the Mooting occurred.
Applications For
Surplus Food Will
Bt Taken Monday
AippliekUons for Sue-Pius food
commodities will be -taken Mon-
day in the office of the County
higieway barn from 900 a.m. to
3:00 pm Only those wishing to
make now app I jest ion need ap-
pear.
Diffribution of corramodities will
be made from the barn on Friday,
July 13th. The commodities should
be picked up the asiplicant. Dis
tribution to a person on the ap-
. ,  ..oplicant's behalf will be made on-
The Coldwater- Methodist Chur- ty on receipt of a signed state-
ch revis•al will begin on July 8 vent authorizing pickup. - -
and continue through July 13 with
Rev_ Haroad Craig from Fulton as
the evangelist.
The ,morning serene will begin
at 11.00 o'clock and the evening
serviem at 7:45 o'clock. Everyone
is invited to attend. Rev. Johnson
Eaney is the pastor. _
REFLECTIVE PLATES
NEW YORK 41P1) — Nine elites
-and the District of Columbia will
issue eutermobile license, plates of
reflective' material during 1962.
In each Case, either the numbers
or the backgrounds glow brightly
after dark. Dehaware, Louisianan
Maine, Minnesota, Now Mexico,
so-calt "safelly'T plates, ,
?Ines Levied By
Judge Miller Monday
- - -
Two cases were heard by Judge
Robert 0. Miller in Callow-ay
Quarterly Court.
Dan Thomas tampions of Mo-
ran and Samuel liashinis. Inidens.
Jr. were charged with "racing
Atitiended to speeding" after be-
ing arrested by State Trooper C.
Stephenson. They were titled
$40.00 each and costs of 9.50
each.
- It ts estimated that Mexico's
Pyramid of the Sun, which rises
Ingholo: a' 204(tory/
10.0co.)ikag714
built
Riv. Marvin
Asioelition
- Firemen were called this morn-
ing when dust from fatling plas-
ter was mistaken for smoke corn- Poun'Cartlowan County men may 'Hollingsworth had investigated theners and participants of the Jgo . in from a house at Fifth and ilae ertradited to the state of accident Saturday and Sunda).
.-.
ceeorponeored Junior Golf Tour- Elm street. The large house is Tennessee in regurd to an auto- fallowing up reports that the auto
The Murray Ministerial Assoc- 
nament. located at the end of South Fifth mobile accident which occorred I stitch caused the accident was
ninon' held its regular monthly 
E. L. Howe Jr. took Jitot...pjoce ostreet and about half the plaster just north of Puryear last Friday. La white compact model, possibly
meeting at the First Christian with' a 
score 
a 76- "' ds°" ' fell from the ceiling . into the ' Tennessee aniate Highway Pa- t a -Rambler Their investigation led
Church Monday morning, and his brother James Wilsop flow a a troimen said they have identified-els the questioning naturdaa night
The group voted to give $25 to 
won second and third places re- ,_• Thinc dust found iti way
large room. -
the occupants of a white Itagnbler40.-Warnbledge J. Puakeir iif Cress
the Muoray-Callowey Cou nt y sPectiveW with gores of 79 and through the open window where automobile which allegedly forced :land Community. who told the
were projected for all the miniet- , boys  eligible 
Duane Lowry. score 83. These
place was taken by
one was injured. however some which resulted in the death of , car.
Mental Health Agelkietion. Plans 81. Fourth - it Wa..5 mistaken for smoke. No a Michigan car off the highavay officers he was a peisenger in the
Association at its September 
. the State Jaycee Tournament in
io compete in
- falling plaster Elwin Parker a( Moroi,. Lewis
en to - contribute books to therl 
are furniture was damaged by the , one person and the injury of ' Puckett's statement implicated
ineetirg The books will be given irrarathart• 
four others. ,
Tennessee officers said- that , Todd of near Murray, and -Pod"
by the Association to,, the diltir-7 o„,?ther 
participants were Jimmy
they are preparing to have them ,Cunninghain of Canoway Count)
ray-Calloway County Library. 
; nom, Larry Ryan, Buster Scott, Picnic Held By extradited to face charges. 1 Puckr_o_nt statement. Tubbs re
Neer officers were elected for I Trim"' 
Striders, Jerry Calchvell, 
Legion, Auxiliary Tennessee .Sgt. Wayne Tubbs ' ported, sand the four had been
nmet year. Rev. Marvin Jones. 
and 
Ba.1 11°Pa°n* said that -be'•and Trooper- Roe drinking some beer at the time
Pastor of Martin Chapel, New ,   
Betty Lowry and In Mc-
The American Legion and Les - -- of the accident, and that Owlgiven Special recogneHope and Sulphur Springs Me- ' Nutt,  "re gion Auxiliary held their annual — didn't know the seriousness us
thodist churches. was elected ' 'I" by Jaycee nresident Gene family picnic lost night at the
President. Res'. harry Myers.: Landon for their rples in organu- cfty park. Approximately one I- 
Afarrap Hospital •1 the accident at the tame He said
, Parker, owner cd the car. became
Pastor of Chestnut Street Church 
inioand administering the looms-
hundred Legionaires and their 
' leightened because he had the
of God, was elected Vice PresenT.:.,... --- . 1 faeniJies attended. wrong license plates on the ear.
dent and Rev henry McKenzie. 
-me dinner was followed by
A. G. gave 
Census - Adult .... ....... o....41 
and ordered Ounningham. wails
Pastor of the Ausame real 6 winewohwaYge n?te aatiosibe e lig' iorcaRev.tion. Following the supper weil driving, to lease the scese
I seldent oreurred en High-Cotivnandoi. r r WiThrher4-1 ""'""P - Nur"7---Trenurer Th„,... officers will thg winners of the Minature Gun way 841 just north uf Puryear.
Proceedings May Get Underway
egard To Auto Accident
be installed in Seiriember. Tournaptiont held June 28 at net
Greetio. 'In this event, the low the American Legion for the Patents admitted 2
  14
coining year. They are Post Corn- . '-o,
John Sammonsts Jr., 1105 Elm
men's score was obtained by
m-ander, Lae* •Nanny', flint vice. Ness °earn
Patients. . dismissed .... 0
Street. low women's score went to
se'ilcmfne-eornmaandelnder. Ft. 
W. BRilel:ailesecond
., Patients odm•tod.frem Friday LIND
  0
Mrs Frank Sykes, 1105 Syea-
adjutant James linalock, finance 11.111. to Mesiday COO am.more Street. and the door prize
officer, Lednas Wyatt. sergeant-
Tennessee 
Taylor of Murfreesboro, was won by Mime Kay Vainning • at-arms. Cleo Sykes. chaplain, Rev.
will be the speaker in of Tucumeari, New Mexico,
First Lieu/tenant Edward Carrel A. G. yhMers.a series of Gospel Meetings to officers took their
begin Sunday. July 8th, at the , attended the meeting m the guest 
The runs'
oath of office. Commander Nan-
New Providence Church of Christ. • of his brother. Tommy Carrel, ny urged the cooperation of all
Charlie Taylor To
Be Meeting Speaker
Services will be held twice
ny through Sunday. July 15th.
day school will be held at
0:00 a.m. and worship services
at 11:00 a_m. and 7:30 pen. Kentucky' Lake: MOW blue-gill
Dunne- 'the week services will . taken by fly and still 'fisting at
be held at 2:30 pan. Ind 7.30 night; Black bass on surface
pm. The congregatienal singing plugs and bugs and deep runn- NOW IYOU KNOW'.
will be under the direction of Mg lures. Good catfiah catches
Ewin Stubblefield and Walter in the bridge areal. The lake is Vnited Press InMenatiensil
Steely. Iciest, falling slowly and 82 des The planet Saturn is neatly' poo
The public is invited to attend. grees. million miles away from the sun.
FISHING TIP
officers and Legionaires andyladg-
ed to give hie best while settling
ip commander
The next regular meeting Will
be the first Monday night in
at 700 in the
Entrants In Teenage Dust Mistaken For
Golf Tourney Honored Smoke; Firemen
-night; Jr* 2. at the mangle Inn
was  _Nem .1lionasi Are Called -
by the Murray Junior Chamber
of Comercee honoring the win-
.
The Conimercial Appeal of !couldn't there be a 30lroot analke is not quite as predictable or as
Mernph.s, Tennessee had ainmet I living oil in the bottoms from humdrum as some people think.
a hall page taken up Sunday with ',Hazel?" - , Third, .there Is nothing inher-
reports on the large snake seen "It isAtto. poseige A snake that ently o. impoosible in a'. 30-foot
at hazel by fiddled Paschall. see woo have to be either; a snalte.'Exsinples of snakes hal-
Ile:rry Mitchell, :columnist for python or a great boa. Both are er titan this are known.
the Commercial Appeal took_ is- tropical snakes. At the zoo we Ithnetto it is quite concentable
sue with Raymond F. Grai, who we barely able to keep Hoerr fhtil ;suet_ a roprile might 'have
apparen•tly does not believe the going at a winter temperature of got tg, Huel, Ky.. in a number
snake exints. Mitchell is convinc- 72 degrees, and there. is no pos- of wa3C:fk4l traveling circuses
ed that the snake does exist. ability of such a snake surylv• antnearnitalionave boas or pyths
In the article were pictures of ing our winters outdoors," the one, and it is a sample matter to
two traps sent iq by a Mitoissippi director stated. , ._ . lose one. For that matter, both
resident • which he suggests can "Net even in a nice den way pythons and boas are excellent
be used to trap the make, down deep by -ii .river bank'!" pets. a, snakes go (far better
Mitchell's article is being print. he was asked. . than a Mack snake or most natant
ed for the interne . a Ledger arid "No, they do not hibernate like snakes, which ore usually delicate
Times' readers. our, native snakes. They have to in captivity') and rather than de-
There is a signal lack of faith, feed throughout the year and re- atroy ouch a pet when it reaches, Inh. iSi. •. untar, Tenn, Mrs. headquarters in Mayfield
In today's skeptical materiahstic main active." a good size, any pet owner would Thomas Phelps. Rt I. Calvert The loan is to finance facilities
society, and it has not been nos_ . Well, why go on When you tree it in the bottoms. hoping it City: R• E . Keil, 1556 Forrest, 
u'
improve service for 203 aids
able to organize a zoo expedition meet a man who has no faith, could somehow- survive and at . Buttax. Michigan; George Wilson, „Tiber. and fuemih initial sou
to Haag. Ky., to capture the 30- who has a (no offense to 'Mr. least giving it a chance—the 9arne . 1301 Ferris; Mn. Bobby Stone and- vice to 2.588 new subatilbsen.
foot snake monster reported : Gray) really closed mind, there attitude which causes people to • baby girl,- Rt. 1, Dexter: Mos. Joe Tee mone.), will also heb----u ,
there 
 'ihave heard storiet like that But in duty to any readers, 1 River.
is no point arguing with him. loose goldfish in the Mississippi field;Lovte 312sirs.jilillide Drive.Bs Roaah.RtMary-4;
tlial central office it Tobswiie. 
(Mance construct ion Wir a WV
all my life, mid the zoo director, feel the personal obligation to Fifth, what is the actual mini- Mios Catherine Beason, Rt. I• In build 316 miles sit fallw-1
Raymond F. Gray. Consider certain possibilities Mr. mum temperature • •at which a Benton: Jack Oakie Sims, 213 and expand service to the ' MR
-"Are you trying to say that, the' Gray, in his haste to diemiss the python could survive?. Although Walnut: Mrs-. Edison Moore. 319 sent users. construct a new hOIS
men who reported the monster story, has nut considered, peeple000re vOry. quick in tell' you N. Sth; Miss Edna Hates, Rt. 5, quarters in Mayfield and to in-
are lying?" the director seke ask- First, my complete enfiodenee, these.-inakes must he kept warm, Benton. Otitute. iarilities enabling the ca-
ed. born of many years dealing with they--are not so quilt* to tell you , 
.
operative to provide a Maher 
"No. I do not say that when tak _public, including my share how' much cold they can survive. SACK FROM ViS1T .,._ . grade at-sevelee to the m 
,
edillielb.
snakes are viewed through an on crackpots. that the persons re- ' TbO peacock comes from- a President of the cooperative Is
emotion of fear, the report of porting this monster are sincere, tropical country, and 50 do the Mrs T II Steely hat returhed I. 'A' Murtiocki•of Farmington and
their size is likely to he exag- and that nohoex is involved. :anceritors of our ciennyon chick- to her "home at 304. South 13th the manager Ir P. L. Finks Of
gerated. People come to the .zoo Second, my awareness that any- ens, yet they are readily able street ,liell" a visit with her incP- Mayfielsi.
and see . our large python and thing our of the ordinary is al- to adapt • to Hazel. Ky. In my daughter Mrs. Freeman Wilford 
say they have killed a chicken • ways bruolied aside by conserve- own yard I have an oak which and family in Akron. Ohio, Mrs.
AVsnake twice that large. It just live people as nonexistent. Thus comes from Burma. a metase- S. V. Foy and .. daughter June ac- VISIT IN AIMIAT
't pitesible;: Mr., Gray said: faectem, communtmo a besutiful quoia which comes from a shelter- I companied her to Akroq where .
-But of course the man who Isont Lady, television and Billie ed valley in China. they vigted relatives. Mies June 1 Mrs. -Fredrick Posed and dau
.f h. erreecta. oartt‘turnded. "Why !sore of this, children. the wortd ..- 3,C.abeiwwl AO „, 111471- -II., 417 .. ,•
saw the Hazel monster is fear- Sol Estes—all were ' proclaimed I also know- "that contrary to FOy remained in Manstifld, Ohio ester are speeding wivenil weeks
the.. beginning Be.
. ..--' 
gainix.2LW1111e who know where shr-has • sotopted a post- with bar parents Mr. sad Mrs.
a. 
 
. —*7 --busdipiet--ast - NNW-
5 -..
An auto driven by Allie Beiyea.
former Big Sandy resident living
DOW in Michigan, apparently was
forced off the hiattway when the
RWWbler passed it and rut back
sharply to avoid hitting an on
Mrs. Boyd Limo Rt I. Mrs. Coming CAT
Belyew said he did not believeJunius Ray Tate and baby boy,
the two cars colhdect but that heRt. 1, Benton; Miss Betty Jean
WAS run off the shoulder at theMoGehee, 410 Noi-th 1st; Mrs.wttliain Perdue. Rt. I, coda: Mrs. road.. He mid the other ear dell
ateJesse Ladd, Rt. 1; Miss Catherine 
not stop. even after has own s 
Denise Henson, M I, Benton;
R. E. CKath. 1558 :Forrest Ave.,
Butte, Wis.; Mrs. Seldon Ahart,
olden Pond; Albert Brigham
tell. Rt 3; Mrs, Reba Clayton,
Oiphew wet e_hruipitalegiLeallleimflex .1-, Mit: Rot Scofield,
411 Moth 2nd; Min Joe F. Rog- 1".`lea' 
„
yesterday that et-ers and baby boy, Rt. 1, Mrs. 
Tubbs said
firers here would confer withEddie Green, Rt. 2, Benton; Ed-
the state attorney general to de-ward FnarddinAirli, BOO Main St ;
Master Jeffrey Brledr:„., Rt. I. Mod-
ode what charges should be Ow
el, Tenn ; Mrs. ard Hutson. 
ed against the occupants of the
Parker co, and to begin mitred'Ri 2, Bagel; Kimberly Ann Ed-
tan into a ditch, flipped over.
and caught fire.
Belyeiw's 12-year old son. Jams
Willis Sebes'. was killed. Mr. and
Sirs. Belyew, another sea asS a
os•
• \
-
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THE LEDGER Et TIMES
•
1- 1111LISHED by LEDGER ha TIMES PUBLISHING COM*ANT. Inc.,_
• --onsol..8.1"..on of tne Murray i.e-tiger, The Calloway Times, and The
' . one•s-14-ralet. (-kayo.% 20. 1928,- and. the West Kentuckian, Jannary
• .-l92
JAML -e WILLIAMS, PUBLISHER
resagve thegight to reject ano-kiverttaing. Letters to the Editor.
F•141.111e V • .let eons -which, in our Opinion, are not for the best in-
. .•roat our readers.
-ATION,AL :REPEtESE-NTATIVES: WALLACE WITMER- CO-. 11561-
• , tedition Ave, Memphis, Tenn.:•Thne Life Bldg., New York, N.Y.;
• 
. teptarr itri Detrot,
- -
• 
sritcrtsi t the POO-1 Office, Murray, Kentucky, for tranUitidsion as
Second Class Matter.•
UiCK11-91014 RATES: By 'Corrier in .Murray. per week 20'2. per
south 85•• In Call:rwoy and adjoining counties, per year, $3.50; else-.
-here,. $.S.50. • •
,-
•11;ES1).N,Y -- JULY 3, 1962
NICTORY FOR PRESIDENT„
I'
E KENN-EbY A.D.NI IN B.- if R...110N won t wo decisive
- •
!Leone% in Congress !1st "Lbursday, one in the -1-lotise of.
:epresentatives ano„-one ita the Senate.
. The. 1„is er hou.t. voted in 'favor. of granting. unreceilented
- * uthority to President 'Kennedy to raise or lower tariff*. and.
. •• i some caies.-to thininate them ernirely, in order to meet
,
. . _ • .• ompetitiori in NVor1,1 Markets. . . ,
. ' 11eenate voted in favor of increasing the national debt
..
. : _MA_ fivrtjA410 to_ Ma billion dollars _thereby aimplifying..
•
, _ 
• ' t•ace-tiple• budget in hi-tot-5% . . 
.1- - ---4, roblems'oC the Treasury Dejiartuurpt to finance the largest
. , We behest- both of these victories will be apti-iii Ceti by. . .
•
••••
•
1  people, regardless of pa-rty affiliations and it is.
-fi-sext-Cnt-to mite -that both had -sith-tantial Republican
in 14 th hotisr. t ongrezs.
N\ • hate' tootgidered it itio-f unfortunate tInit
- 4•••--e•tt-tH44•44 As-4.1-fairt "I'sqL4•14444.4.4. 0.•auic 4.11 which
t_t - ts st ast.t c:Irruptisu. and.•itlieness, mixed in ss ith sound,
• - k:Fislatient to cause discredit. atitl sometimes
i-ths- projects. .
If You Had Placed Your Bets On All LosIndependence Hail Cradle of Liberty
11,aa
lut trim
*7'
Polo 1Vist:
if
.1.
g ',NO e• AV. ii
..
•
• raTaalliail il
4 -
run oil Jones was a ninth inning
•.•
ed a ninth imong homer (or •
„ 2-1 triumph over,the Washington
Senators.
 __Tiax_Strlkoout: ord
Podreo tied the mai leag.ie
mark by striking out eight men
runs in the eighth. Bill Skowron's
sacrifice fly with the bases full
accounted for the winning run
after Roger Mans hit his 16th
Yankees when. Bob Rodgers beL homer, Hector' Lopez his third
with one on and Mickey 'Mantle Gibraltar, the smaHest Crown
his 11th go give the Bronx Bomb- colony in the British Common-- -- •
ers a 44) lead. Luis Arroyo won wee/111g, hada MI gliorrionent, 
his first game of the seasdt nem stathpe, and police force.
- -
in a row as he won his leggin
Bucys • FOR j 1NE FINISHESgame of the season following 10 •
tiikiing 
Air-Tight Wood Window Units -
Aluminum Storm Windows & Doors-
itnsucces4al, tries. The Dodger
lofty fanned a total of 1•1 and
retired 2) battersin a row before
tiring in the eighth and giving
way to Larry Sherry.-7---,
Willie Dasas hit a grand slam
boner for the Dodgers, no t .
Birch, Beech and Luan Flush Doors.•
.• See Jimmy Bucy with 27 Years
Building Experience.One-wheeler .
• rk• ti-git ittatiV: oi.t. hove- come a long way since the 'BOULDER. Colo. EPS -Stu-
.L••••14, ...et'  hY:1  Iffe • - dents at the University of
rado are trying to drum up in-
. . .. as unsure( -sful effort-to prevent partisan pujittes from killing retest in the sport of polo, but,
' .is League of• Sations' w hich may have priventetr N‘orld_%N at they have a new swist to it; They .Mixed Desalts Lemma .
' • is ft, and the present s., I'd liar ollich. is idociiing world -pro- call is 
unicycle polo.
nitni If...••••Int•rnht'....,1 
June 27. 1962
-- ,- ____ • __ Main requirements fur the_game East Side Steppers  - • 28•. AMERICAN LEAGUE
, ._ Jr_lt.,1•.- • s - . . . ' • are a croquet mallet or hockey New Yo rk --------------.  41 32 .582 Four Ifs 
. Los Angeles  43  .558 Misfits , , 15
18
--• - ' Asa a .1.e.pir we are reflecting credtt upon otir4-1ves and stick'. a rubber ball ..r sponge. an
a Aloe, of S •tiglesi, v. inch ran regi.ter enough independence 
and . - 42 34 553 ii KNegi hietrRKidaetsr   la
Ron warren. a 20_year ..) in Minnesota _ .....  .. .... 43 37 .538 lIO  14
*
411• torts. oi gosermisent olien sse hair in 1..411 0 
au.0 ir• - a a unic.c.e.
Clevel
A little imagination helps.- too.
A*1•1••t is.- ref) strlItid legiitation and socialism. soPhomore who studies physics; Detivit  
39 36 320 3 • Reds Four,  14
‘1•• se, so much CV4444-CV toi. iodiural-regartrentattion ai
too far. 1,;- head' an informal outfit In- Bout-
.
. . ' a .04.41,4.--rui-i-.--ri..t.2.rj,13.0 tilt...um- 4 .u.riuliato. t.tr bt./..nie tither ....1tf
• .
0 ... 
',A.m.., 
' ...rill f>/ril ,! ihiftatorshiji. bill %%lien Csnigrests uses t le jut g-
IP . -. ricni it ,.. - -:iice- „lanuar it renew . i,tir jaitli in the- future.
- a glistinct difference in the administration iiiroli-
' .I • ' t• tog otogni •r•orraiii and the fariti sit!,
:The?.- •
• 1 .1 •. - - -. . x .
, , • ill •,,eltis pubstantially -defeated. and the two import-
. .   •. __,,ht. e'crir .3,--,.- ntrapurrs aiiiirsisrti 1 bursday. -.1inytikliv_wh_o- •___ , ,
, .sant.li, .:0•1;:iguish the difference mg,- do osa ao easily as the.
G bl  9
Kansas City  
Boston
W.ohington ...   29 40 .347 16 fflitr Stirs:Ie Steppers 
Monday's Results
, -  36 41 .468 7 'High Team 3 Games
' High Team Game 
 
22.671r(*l'ardesio+1.beasi 71,h4e,
23,791Braceo bowled over the St total-
' ' thb (giants out of first place *
the Pittsburgh Pi- 
- \
Houston Colts, 412.Kegler Kats  ' 8:13•and Cincinnati split a twin-biltEast Side Steppers ---------82- with Chicago, the Cubs winningReds Four  799 the opener, 6-5, and the Reds themen's High Hc. 2 Games 'winging .4-3.
Robert Etherton Yanks heat A's-George Hodge . .  
66.1
In the American League,' theBill Wyatt  
651i
633 Y0n.lieeS clipped the Kansas CL,..
men's -High Hc. Game .1 s 8-4, the Cleveland • Indian -Red Doherty -  248 blanked :he Baltimore Orioles.
-,-''Minnesota at Boston dui d
I Bill Wyatt 1- • 245' 2.0, the licoton Red Sox nipped_ ri. ..y. _ ,,, • i  art Un- .4ult  T I I Robert Etherton • - 241 the Minnesota Twins. 4-3,-and the .. composer R.chard Rodgers. at a Ladies High He. 3 Games 'Detroit Tigers .freded the Chico,
,
- • 
•-talarlo ... -..., .r g.e do Ind :iris g4d-stir•rte-, at Fort Knox. Andl
1 lunch given kii honor of his 60th Beserly Wyatt '  687 go White Sox. 2-1.'' - a hen I .• .t Otsi... %re lluas n ,L.olgtrgeSo. prover - it kilos% b 11°. bi.. It)
. - birthday. Mary Garner r  51 Veteran Gene Woodting broke a,goc 4.e e. roc oinInd scion/mit measure-s and prom- The money- will come from the , Sadie Ragsdale -a tie between the Mets ..,..
. ss-t• •"1 ------;n-he -1.."• h., first sin groupa.nd anOtlftir for Ladies High Mc. Game 
569
lila:its with a three-run double ii,
Rockaer• and Hammerstein Foun- Detroit at Cleveland, 2
• 
.._ , , - - • dation formed several vears ago 
Minnesota at Boston,_ 2 '
BeVerly Wyattt.itt . • ----- ',.uri•--e-. • . .. -
• -  ii.1,..•v.r.--throttgliciut the country %% high refused
to ;.:;•oo!t 11:e. i\enneds Ailtniiii.azation has*, neverthele-s.. 
real:.. I v., art- through a critical period orTii
%Ars-tern i• reedom to-ila wio-t -..erere
•
• .
. -• .....,...7 ; -.. 1117 :it-Tr Tn-c-ri it 4,1r.; ,,f ,C,,i-pgre• 4. ga,.. ocri a . Iii.;,,I.
. . .- -; "e, ' y have '*-rriport r,ii riff 'Ke
. . - ,
- -....-itz.arz...3.21171444,4.4f-i•i-br_t_.. to 1..r...t.t...-4. .\-4114,..r44:411 in.
. • . it: 4,..;alii-t ii- ditpet .1 loft in is i!ficl in:..rket...' In. . - . _ .. _..... .
. : . . 1,:ri •- c,, Fr lei! out the bight- -t t radi t ion, 47r. . .....
"-Oa 1- Baltgooretor.o......  
39 '3O 5o0 44,2 am es
Chicago'  40 40 500 4% Pm *Busters 
winner 
7 Casey Stengers gets knocked
der a lied Unicycles Anona•mous.
Warren and his friends originated
the game.
Warren said the infant pro%rt-
is sort of a combination of polo Bo tun 4 
MI
36 43 456 8 Kegler Kats 2483 beating thorn. 8-5, the Milwaukee.
nriesota 3 nioht5 . ,
New York 8 Kansas City 4, nightand field hockey. ''You might saY Las Ang. 2 Washington I, ni.:htit's kind of an offbeat game,"
he Cleveland 2 Baltonore 0. nigh:
Detroit 2 Chioago 1, night
Tocisy's Games .
Kansas City at New York
Chicago at Detroit
Los Angeles at Washoigton
said.„
•
- PLEDGES $150.000
.NTW YORK UPI - An lid-
gal pledge ot 6150,000 toward the
construction of a new theater' a
Columbia University oas an-
Thursday • Wednesdays Games
Kansas City at New York, 2
Baltimore at Chicago, 2
Los Angeles at Washington, 2
by the composer and tilogolate col- Gladys Ethecton
tabu t NATIONAL LEAGUE 
  215
ra or. (Saran anent-rate in.
Loa Angeles ........ 54 29 651
• San Francisco -... 52 29 642 1
'• -73 Pittsburgh 46 32 500 -151i-
St. LOUIS  43 35 514 84i
"-Cincinnati
Nlihi aukee
...... • - • • . • • • .41 '35 539 George Hodge 1 ti9
.39 39 .500 -12ko Hafti,n Garner
34 44 436 'gig Bill Wyatt 
30 52 .366 2.3sa Ladies Top Avg.
21 54 •ogo 29 Gladys Ethertgin 
St-43 ,447 18 1 M4111r4r4- Nod& •
Results Burlene Brewer .. . -
Chicago 6 Cincinnati 5. 1st ten Peggy McCord  137
• Cincinnati 4 Chicago 3, 2nd. night Dell Snow -  13 -
l'hdadelphia
h`gago --
11.iustbn
New Yark •
Monday's
•••• , • • . 1.-rs like Thoina's JeffitSvii, Woodr*/%s \\ ilsun . Mihvaulkee 7 St. Louis 3, night Sadie Ragsdale  137
, s- •
• S te71•4•11 tlo be proud • the
••• ' • rr al. 111:1!..r ‘1c ,incerell.i.
, r grossing o Ill) •011-
j -1,V l\ lit,- ,11..itse cori'es_goopilent Nrerrinigg1
- , •• .Milwaukee , ,
•
.,
. ' . , tar nflier• •it`t...sigreos-.17-s• 
, , •
110-- or, -I rferscots areentit "myths". Neither is the threat
. - •. • - • .. .
. • a
Ftt..Ourgb 4 Houston 2. night
- Los -Angeles 5 Phila. I. twi Twilight League
Angeles Sales' You'd Be Sitting Pretty *
By MILTON RICHMAN
United Press International
Maybe it's sheer fantasy, like
something right out of Disney-
land, but -can you picture an all-
Los Angeles World _Serial. this
coining October? •
If you were Able to last April,
and were willing to put your
money where your imagination
was; you'd sure be sitting pretty
right now.
Not only would you be rubbing
your hands with the Dodgers atop
-the National League, but you'd
also be rubbing your ej-es at the
sight of those amazing Angels in
a virtual tie for the American
League leark, _ . .
. The Dodgehi seized the Nt. -lead
with 5-1 and 4-0 _victories over
the Philadelphia Naito Monday
night, with southpaw Johnny Pu-
dres egualling a major league
strikeout record during the open-
er of a ta-i-nmht doubleheader.
And the ragamuffin Angels re-
mained within four mere percent-
- -e points - of the pace-setting
. Bowl• 
Ing 7.:
ally enjoyable night, striking out
on sStatvvri Williams' seven-hit pitch! 
Williams put in an exception-
to victory' in the nightrap .833 - ,gaistkest 
. . 
- Vt---
Phone 753-5712
- -._._ ...
. eight, Walking ' no one and hitting ! p..---- ' r - Jo
The • victory for the Angela ..: 
Conceived Illa home run to gain his seventh -
• II • •victory and first in four weeks, - . -1
' ! 
, .i:, 1 :.,.1 -::: liberty, theobirth of our- II- -Marked the ninth time this' sca• 41 1io son they won a game in their 7 1 .
19 
- ; ! ..-1\‘`.,g \,,fliafinn svOS o giant
13 last atbat. Rodgers' blow cone •
13 off reliever Steve Heoulton after
Sieve BIRK. homered in the
If -
- st forwardsixth for the Angels' first ran.
14
14
Reliever Torn Morgan was the
254 the e.ghth after_ Willie Mays' 212nd
homer with one on had put Sin
Francisco ahead in the sesenth
Ken  MacKenzie was credited  with
the victory and Stu Miller was
Inc loser.
168' Eddie Mathews' grand slam
 167 homer, coaple3 witti five Cardinal
i errors, enabled Lew flurdette to
15_1-wore- his ?seventh victory for the
139 Braaes although he left in the
133' go .iftee•eharhe Jame, nick.
• . 
• '" - Los Angelo. 4 Phila. 0, 2nd, rught , June 26. 1962
1 i L, - • . _....,of -, . New York 8 San Fran. 5, night.
' Today's Games -
IA'
- .;.- „. it New York at San Francisco •
: • . • ,.., , .,,, Chicago it, Cincinnati, night ,
- Pittsburgh at Houston. night -i" • .   at St Loins 2-- 1-
-- 61WHAT'S THE DELAY? -
routs to new parents tel
)4...setnisetta.• Wong Ching
Sun. one of 49 -orphani from
, ..„-• • . . e • • 'y,,, • 
.ng Kong going to new
. _ 1 .i. - ...‘„1.4s.. lacoleir. -I'. 
Olicooar•I; eioin. :fripsea tn the U.S., sets oft
.
_ ..._
''' atm.-. 
•„:`,.....-•.:, • •,..ar „.„•:-. •' • • t i• eil .ii••, t ht. fir ..t ,,,•',111:411. lil.i.•;11: • •f Rich-• a tidga at a stuP°ver In L°. '
i11,I. - . . . _...• ..' 
Angeles.:Arrangenients wer•
. _ 
made by vc'Ajr, the Inter-s
, ..._. . . 
country adoption progra
- , . N. -- 
that Nam ..heTp•ol find new
_ . . • • 
_. - _ .. . 
homes for more than 10,000 .
..  • ---,, . 
., orphans sine° It VI, aa 
fourytect
•
night
• -
The Pingers    24 a
Caldwell's Used Cars   24 8
Murray Beauty Shop   18 It
Peoples Bonk 
Ezell Beauty School  
Brandon Bros. Used Cars
Game SIDE"High Teem KIngle
Only games scheduled. Pinsters - 776
..viminii,day., Games - Caldwell Used Cars  741
Allutria' ay Beauty Shop  73'JChien° at Cincinnati •
High - Team Three Games
Piasters
By UNITED PRESS INTERNATIONAL •
High Ind. Single Game 
wOr
Mildred }lodge 207
Jo Williams ..„. 
Murrelle Walker" 
High Ind. 3 Gameg 
164'641 fly:1,hp
• 7 • • 14.s..prohleing -tuts as Is bat to.. r:.,11 a
- •
Milwaukee at St. 1.g:suns:night
P•tts. at Houston, 2, twinight
Philadelphia at. loo-Arigeres,
New York at an Franc sco 2
. Quotes From The News N., 
•
- Finland Ls about the size at
Minnesota aiid Mississippi com-
bined, and it is one Of the world's
northernmost countries. Neady a
third or it -extends ._,,beyond the
Arctic Circle; -•
•
•
Brandon Brio. Used Cars
; lot,
4 ggl
Sadie Ragrglale
Men's Top 5 Avg.
Doherty ....... lira
Paul RagAtiale 173
*ENDS TONITE*
Laurence Harvey in
11 21
.. 11 21 "WALK ON THE WILD
. ,8 24.
228;
-214{1,
2142
WED. & THURS.
Mildred- Hodge  r4i's and
itilliama 
•4111-, do Strong°
Judy Parker 
Mlitrelle Walker 47' things
,
_ Mildred Hodge'  14,, •
, 0 Ten Years Ago Today. ,..,,. ......,1 the .11(•;.11. .i. I. ,r ci"11 JUdY Paricer "....  -;-- .._„. 133 i , -..- ...a .. • • .-it t.; the 'look-at-- --- -- • Jo Williams. - •  153
s - , . • 
Murrelle Walker  •  150 AS '..
.-- •',11,1, tiooplas7c to Le i- in tlicotii.Tieti:7.-- -, Ledger and Times File _ Kay Las ---.1, --- 431
,
lay &deck' suffered his cat
loss. _
'ThetaPirates rallied for _threw -
runs in the seventh as Bal Friend
scored his eighth victory of the
year at the expense of the shiripp-
log Colts, Dick Stuart hit his 11th
homer_ for PittAitargh.
Krnie Banks paced the Cubs to
their vietory over•the Reds in the
opener by driving in four runs
with ha 22nd homer and a sin-
gle. Rookae CAL, Koonce brought
his record to. _72.aidatle Bob Fur-
key suffered his second loss com-
pared with 13 victories. The Reds
won the nightcap on Gordie Cole-
man's two-run homer in the ninth
off Don Elston. Jim Brosnan was
the winning pitcher.
•
In 19.•4 by Jane
Top..Ton Ind, in war..k.o*. styi's",,114 that
•
N'••a
tin .:1-11,• 1,•,.•yir
,f_01t :
- ...
•
R,,hert ,;•.s tore k) hite. son of Mr..ind
_ lute of 11:170 i• currefill t ..br".- 6
iiiiieer-• oil,- ,4titotiger I raining entio at _ki,1in, Air
•Base in '
in., I .• :4', it 11,1: OA NI:nir. Lionised Padittali fad' oi their
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ed hen for a three-run hugger. tekillfit .over for DOI SUI1101:a in
the Wiventh.
Di* Donovan's invohit pitching
1113€1. WWie Tarbyb eighth inning
her carried the Indians to vic-
tory over the Drieles. Donovan -
struck out six and didn't walk a
batter in recording his 12th vic-
tory and snapping Cleveland's
five-game losing streak, Steve Bar-
ber was the loser.
id Broasoud drove in the Red -
Sibs' first run against the Twins,- -
then singled home the tying and
winning runs in the sixth inning.
Arnold, Earley, second of three
Boston pitchers, was creclites1„with
the victory while Lee Stake was
the - •
Sam Jones of the Tigers won
his first game of the year when
he stela* out 10 White Sox i bat- "
tent -and hurled a six-hitter. Norm
Donovan Hurls Two-Hitter
TheY sh'a 21st homer off loser Frank- "snapped a - tie
Baumann in .the sixth prored towith the As by rallying for four
be the Winning run. The Only
114=6' * Al Smith. dl
1
John HANCOCK
.. • CAN ST/- .(MAN,
. SIGNER t.,F THE
DECLARATION OF
INDEPENDENCE!
BANK of MURRAYCr& Rrienay Bank
Member of the
I I fil.RAL DEPOSIT INSURANCE CORP.
„
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TUESDAM - JULY S, y62
FOR SALE
NEW AND USED MOTOR Scoot-
ers. Low down payment, easy
terms. Expert repair service. Bob's
Lawn and Garden Center. PL 3-
5767. e july3c
I HAVE TWO 8 Fe. REL/WOOD
picnic tables left. Will make no
nore except on order. Call PL 3-
2450 or see on Concord Road 1
mile from town. Uric
1956 HARLEY-DAVIDSON medel
125 motorcycle. Cemplotely re-
built, new paint job, -neve tires
 and tubes, and new rebuilt motor.
See Jim Williams Jr. at 207 S.
13th or eall PL 3-3147. tine
REDWOOD PICNIC TABLES
411.95, assembled $13.95. Cabinets
and mill work. West. Kentucky
Lumber Company, Cabinet Shop.
PL 3-2731. i5c
30 ACRES, MORE OR LESS, be-
tween Tri-City and Sedalia, in
Bacon Creek Bottom. John Cecil
Beaman, Drivers Lane, Mayfield.
A j5p
YOUR MURRAY-CALLOWAY COUNTY
BUSINESS
DIRECTORY
ADDING MACHINES
and TYPEWRiTERS
Sales & Service
Ledger & Time. PL 3-1910
•
DRUG STORES
Scott Draw t PL 34547
INSURANCE
rrazee, Melugth & Helton
Gen. Insurance  PL 3-3415
• I
• •
•
_
OFFICE SUPPLIES
Ledger & Times  PL 3-1915
PRINTING.
Ledger & Times PL 3-1910
TYPEWRITER -RENTAli:-
AND SERVICE -
Ledger & Tunes  PL 3-1916
U- SED AUTO PARTS
epurray Auto Selvage - Hazet Rd:
Parts For All Models - PL 3-3756
THE LEDGER Si TIMES - MURRAY, KENTUCKY
1953 CILEVROLE'T STATION
Wagon. Call PL 3-1556. He
sir SID,EEKIARDS FOR LONG
bed Ford pickup truck. Phone PL
3-3567.
MATIIIIEWS TRAILER SALES,
Mayfield, 011 7-9066. We will
buy your trailer or sell yours for
you. U we don't have what you
want we will get it for you. We
have financing. j7c
47x110 }leer 24d, :rooms $5
42' Schultz 2 bedrooms 2295
41' New Moot) 1 bedroom 1395"
37' National 2 bedrooms 1695
37' Travel() 1 Bedroone 1495
lee'LaiSalle 1 Bedroom 1295
47x10 hear 2 bedrooms $2895
37' Travelo 1 bedroom 1495
33' Spartan Sleeps 6.  895
31' Travel() 1 bedroom 1295
25 Storage or lake trailer 170
MATTHEWS TRAILER SALES
Paducah Road • Mayfield
CH 7-9066 j6c
1957 901-1-ULAT HOUSE TRAILER,
flIx45'. See at 15th and Main in
Murray. If as 2 bedrooms. Call
531,W, Rib Boats in Paris, Tenn.
j6p I WIIL NOT BE RESPONsIRIF VOLKSWAGEN. IF 'YOU HAVE
for any debt other than myself, bzie for sale PL 3-5611. .16T
$400. Hoke Service Station, Cold-
water, Ky. Phone 489-2372. ja0
USED TV SET IN txr0ELLF.Nrr
condition. $24.95. Call 753-1329 or
see at Murray Welders, Industrial
Rd.
H E 14 WANTED
WAITRESS. APPLY AT Triangle
but or phone PL 3-4953. 15c
ESTABLISHIUD WATKINS Route
300 customers. Sett by appoine-
ment. Average $2.50 per hour
and tes. Income starts at once. No
layoffs. Contact Euhce Moubray,
208 S. 16th, Murray, Ky. )17c
NOTICE
etative -treatment; seeding Sericea
1.6 acres; planting Kudzu Crowns
5.954 each; planting trees 4.06
acres; furnish and install; barbed
wire fence 17,154 lin. ft.
INVITATION No. 8-WIPM-62: Veg-
etative treatment: planting Kudzu
Crowns 5$52 each; planting trees
15.95 acres; furnish and install:
14,820 lin. ft. barbed wire fence.
Arrengements to inspect the
sites may be made by contacting
Brown C. Tucker, contracting of-
ficer for the West Fork Clarks
Riv er Watershed Conservancy
-District, Third Floor, Courthouse,
Mansfield, Kentucky &phone CH 7-
5936). On July 11, 1962, at 10:00
C.S.T., personnel will be
avai/able to discuss and answer
questions concerning the plans
and specifications and to visit the
work sites with prospective bid-
ders.
CARPElle CLEAN EASIER with Complete assembly of the in-the Blue Lustre electric carpet vitation for bids may be obtainedshampooer 
for only $1 Per daY' from the contracting officer. Spec-Crass Furniture,. j4c ifyinvitation number when ask-
! mg for bid assembly. lte
SEE NEW GAS APPLIANCES Al I
1210 W Main St. For gas instal-
lation service call Jesse Tucker,
PL 3-2387. )7P
WANTED TO BUY-
NICE 1950 4 DOOR PLYMOUTH,
new tires, in good shape, $100.
tesed trumpet, excellent condition
$20.00. Contact at 1103 Poplar or
call PI, 3-=13. )50
1949 CHEVROLET PICK -UP, 6 ply
tireS, new, nice. and clean, A-1
motor. Must see to appreciate,
_ - 
N'S haitiv love/ of Revoktionaiy Roracnic11101,1-JjJJ'1---rii Ili
Copyright 0 1.3 by Doubbday • Co.. but.., 4tartbot..1 by k.ag Foal, •• by waraio
ten rs reel 27
uc H SI' is NCE.R looked
I I around the room On the lop
floor. in dismay ' It was tiny.
With a sloping (-ding that made
It erriposaible to stand erect on
the 'eft side.
A large tour-poster bed was
the. most prominent piece, Of
furl:inure. and the only other
Items were a small, dressing
tame, a chest ot drawers, and
a atraight-beeired chair. it was
too late for regrets. Out Hugh
realized he -should have accept-
ed tne oiler ot a suite reard-
less ot the price.
, "Rather cozy. isn't it?" Katie
Dine giggled as she folded a
cloak-.and put it In the'chest.
It WOuld be virtually impos-
sible to netintain any sort ot
privary-tr,..truch, a cramped
room. and Hilgh started back
toward the di. -1'11 tell
Walker we've CAlinl.Qii
minds and that we want the
ou can't. You were try
emphatic when you said e
Couldn't afford the price, vane.
we can't. -I suspect that Wali:cr
has a- sharp mind nehInT t6
round, red face, and we don't
want him to speculate too mti.siF
about us."
-I suppose you're right,"
Thigh Said, and started to int-
pack his own belongings.
HP finished in a short time
and, with nothing else to occupy
him, sat on the edge of the bed
and watened Katie. She- was
the last woman on earth with
Whom fie would nave imagined
himaelt sharirg such intimate
quarters, and ./..sense ot un-
reality gripped turn as he
watched her. tatting patueoats
and stockings, nightdresses and
negligees from the leather box-
es. She-took her time, deliber-
ately dragging out the process,
Mit at last she earn* to the bot-
tom of the one remaining box.
She looked at her refleCtion
In the silver-backed mirror she
had brought with her from the
farm. "I'll have to did Some-
thing about imy face," she an-
nounced, and 'sat &earl at the
dressing table_
Hugh jumped to his feet Im-
mediately. "Shall! wait for you
in the taproom??
"If you disappear every time
I do something about my ap-
esarance, it's going to be ter-
ribly inconvenient for both of
us." She smiled absently as she
began to take pins out of her
hair. "Please sit down."
Hugh obeyed, ant watched-
fascination as she brushed her
hair, which aineet reached her
Waist. A senile of excitement
began to mount in him, And he
had to remind himself thtlt this
was the girl who had betraYed
his love.
He had chosen te work with
her for the benefit of the United
/States, but It would be. insane
to let himself beconie_thypived
with her too deeply, and no
trice to look away, but found
It Impossible to-lake hi,', eyes
-
eeeevesereeeeesee,teeee.s........7esseee-.4:l.-j..- „
from her.es,„helelle7 her mirror
in one -rin0 ii.anitailatmg.
her hair with . the other, Qat
twisted ,and patted and coaxed.
Ordeb finally emerged out of
chaos, and tick nen was piled
high on her head, with one long
curl dipping over her right
shoulder.
She was aware- of Regret
scrutiny; but sail nothing until
she was satisfied with het hair.
"Ita growing dark," she said.
"Would You light some candles,
please ?"
He struggled briefly with a
tinderbox and flint. _then lighted
three candles and an oil lamp,
which he -offered to Katie.
She was pleased that he had
discovered it, and he went back
to the edge of the bed while
nee applied a delicate green
salve to her eyelids, outlined
her mouth with rouge, and
dusted her nose, forehead, and
chin with rice powder. Katie
studied herself closely and was
pleased with what she.saw.
Hugh looked at her for a long
..munagat. "I haven't "told you for
des;erry long time that 1 thLak
y0 .6 lOverv"-- . --
Katie laughed lignUy. -"You
can says-Vett after watching me
use pomades and salves and
pasting thir *eyef patch on my
cheekbone?'
-That," Hugheereplied with
mock severity, "is a less than
subtle attempt to win\another
compliment" Ile realibed he
hadn't allowed himself to enjoy
a conversation with her striae
he had. first discovered her at
Ox .farm.
"If you think I won't dis-
grace .you, we should go down
to eat before the toed Is gone.
Sue slipped her arm through
his, and they walked together
into the corridor and down the
stairs to the taproom.
e • •__,
AFTER dinner,- back in theirmom on the trip floor. Katie
turned to the dressing table and
began to- remove pins from her
hair.
elugh stood behind her, watch-
tursumerl." he Saidaipeak-
big slowly, "that when we ar-
rived here we'd have quarters
large enough to ensure e-tith of
us some mcisuire of privacy.'
"So did I." Katie did not turn
arceind. - _
"Would you have agreed to
come with me had, you known
we'd be given a chamber like
this 74 he -asked suddenly.
She. _eihrugged, removed a
cumb. and .serreakener-- haw
free. 'You seem to forget that
I had no real choice."
Hugh. unable to see her face,
was uncertain' whether ehe was
mocking hint Her tone had
been bland, almosttoo innocent.
"Katie:" he hidharshly. .
She was removing her beaul-
patch gently, and gave no hide
eirtIon she had heard MM..
"Look at me."
"Is that an order?" She made
no etterept to conceal her irony
nowe
"Yes," Inieh told her. "
She i.urned slowly, and her
eyes were expressionless. "1
don't know whether it will be
enough to say, *Yes, sir, Cap-
tain, or whether I'm supposed
to salute. too."
The knowledge that she -was
goading mm helped him to curb
has temper. "We have an obvi-
ous problem, and it will he
easier to solve if we discuss it
without bitterncs.,4
Katie smiled mischievously.
"The solution Is Obvious," sne
said flippantly,
"Is it?" He hoped ghe
know that his heart was pound.%
ing.
"Of course. One of us will -
have to 'take a blanket and
sleep on the floor."
from this date. Jackie R. Brandon.
i5P
NalICE TO' PROSPECTIVE BM-
+ DLIOS - CONSTRUCTION. Sealed
bids, in single copy, will be re-
ceived in the office of Brown C.
Tucker, Contracting Officer, Third
Floor Courthouse, Mayfield, Ken-
tucky, until 9:00 aerie C.S.T.,
July 18, 1962, on invitation No.
8-WFCR-62,_unti1 11:00 are., CS.T.,
July 18. 1962, on invitation No.
7-Wee7i-62,. and until .2:00 pen.,
C.S.T., July 18, 1962 on invitation
No. 8-WFC11, and will be publicly
opened and read on the hour in-
dicated for the respective inee-
tations above, for the treatment of
critical areas, contesting of vege-
tative planting and fencing. These
critical areas. consisting of vege-
tative planting and 'fencing. Theee
critical areas are located within
the West Fork Clarks River wat-
ershed, in Graves County, Ken-
tucky.
The estimated quantities of- the
major items of work are:
INVITATION No. 6-WPOR62: Veg-
etative treatment; plafiting Kudeu
Crowns 3013 each; planting trees;
29.18 acres; furnish and install;
barbed wire fence, 18,106 lin, ft.
INVITATION No. 7-WORM: V eg-
-That isn't necessarily the
only solution," he replied flatly.
Color rose In Katie's face, and
*widen!), she stamped her foot.
"la that why you insisted I
come with you and pose as your
Wile?"
Her unexpected anger startled
him. •
underebassa-liew."-  Katie
gerred at aim% "You've wanted
revenge since the day you dis-
covered me at the farm, and
you've planned to treat me like
a bawd. I haven't blamed you
for hating me. but I didn't think
you Could be so vicious."
Hugh looked at her In silence.
"You're contemptible! You
think you've ouunanceivered me,
but you're wrong. I'll go to the
Hritiah with the whole story,
and, I don't care if they send
me Neon. They'll arrest you,
too."
Hugh brek a step toward her,
and she raised a hand te strike
him, but tie caught her wrist
and pinned her arm to her side.
"I have no tatention of treat-
ing you like a bawd," he said
firmly.
Katie laughed wildly,
She was se furious that words
wouldn't convince her that he
had no desire to humiliate her,
so he took her in his arms. She
struggled violentle to break
away from him, but he gripped
her more firmly and bent to
kiss her. She continued to fight
for a time, then became limp.,
and he releaaed her for an in- ,
stant, grarpert her by the shout.;
dere,. and kissed" her again,*
gently.
"Maybe that will convince
you,' ti. said, and was surprised
th•-kessaessesa -et his own  -
voice.
Tears appeared In Katie's
'eyes, and she tried to reply,
but Couldn't speak.
"We've waited enough years,
don't you think?" Hugh Niel
as he moved toward her again.
Hugh has to flue. Katie's
tattier. arid ?Although ha
could think of no reasonable
esplanation, he it as prepared
I', accept full responsibility,"
The story continues tomorrow. -
FOUND
FOUND: BOAT 3 MILES BELOW
bridge on Ky. Lake. Owner must
identify. Phone TU 6-4091, Hop-
kineville, Ky. j9c
FOR RENT
4 BEDROOM HOUSE ON S. 12th
St. Drapes furnished. Upstairs
carpeted. Phone PL 3-3378. tic
WANTED
COLLEGE STUDENT wants place
to store furniture for 1 year.
Phone PL 3-5960. - /6P
•
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, SUPREME 
COURT1NG--Washington observers ars wipe.; 1
beeretary of Labor Arthur J. Goldberg (left) to 
be ap-
pointed to the United States Supreme Court by 
President
Kennedy when Justice Felix Frankfurter, 79, 
retires. They
also expect Undersecretary of Labor Willard 
Wirtz (right)
I to succeed Goldberg in the top 
Department of Labor post.
CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS
I-Algonquian
Indian
4-Free ticket
8-Soapetone
12-Fuss
13-Singing Volee
14-1loolebinllk•
cetacean
IS-Lair
16-Woodworker
13-14xtra
20-Wants
11-Panent
(cohts1.1
23-Island Is
Meetter-
ranean
21-Seed coating
(pl.)
tl-Cares name
211.Greek letter
31-Breakfast
• food
33-Flahes from
moving boat
SS-Compass
point
34-Afternoon.
party
31-Vapor
39-Peak at warli
41-Scottish calm
42-Crown
45-individual
performances
47-Delight
heynnd
measure
49-Possessive
pronoun
62-Tiny particle
61-Solo
54-Born
Li-Quarrels
66-Hawatian
wreaths
57-Obtain
DOWN
1-Mournful
2-Fruit drink
3-Plot secretly
4-South
American
rodent
6-Warning
device
6-Brook
7-Soak up
3-Genus of
moths
9.Poker sealer
10-Vold
falsehood
11-Vehicles
17-Goes In
19-Wan
21-Moccasins
22-War god
24-Unit of
Latvian
currency
26-Petty ruler
IS-Gratifying ,
211-Shut noisily
30-Doctrines
*2-Coefederate
general
34-Man s-earns
.Answer to Yesterday's Rozzir
UMIDOO 321100
UJ20113 OMOBOO
OO OOOM +amen
OOP MODPO rino
W1O9 9050M qM
NMDOM 1O9OM.40
OMOO MOO
9MOORAM ROOM
MR ROOMO MOO
utijrcj30g1MM ORO
waom AMMO DO
OOOMOO OOOMOO
OPIUM MOOD
37-Gun ran tee
Is-Stuffs
40-Jan-anal.
gateway
42-Rip
41-Preposition
is
44-1n a row
44-Meadows
'411-Hindu
cymbals
60-Golf mound
61-Pla,e
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PACE THRER.
ANNOUNCES CANDIDACY
MEMPHIS,. Tehn. (UPS - George
Brown Sr., Negro carman . for
the Illinois Central Railroad,
Thursday announced his candid-
acy for the state House of Re-
presentatives in the August Re-
publican primacy
Brown, 53; is the first Negro
to seek a legislative seat in Shel-
by Memphis County.
PRESIDENT SIGNS BILL
WASHINGTON OD - Presi-
dent Kennedy Thursday signed a
bill extending for another year
about $4 billion in federal eXcise
and corporate taxes and elimi-
nating the 10 'per cent tax on
train and bus fares. It also re-
duces to 5 per cent the tax on
airline tickets.
Trimmipmet,
MURRAY'
TissAvossalrt4cAsvsacYvear2ssztaseasee
Open - 6:45 • Start 7:45
- NOW -
Ending Tuesday!
RI JOHN WAYNE
irrammoyfeaTil
- WEDNESDAY -
t FIREWORKS
- P-L-U-S -
.244.- THE SECOND-
TIME AROUND
COLON by Of Lost t210,4se.....Scorni
COMING SUNDAY!
THE
CHILDREN'S
HOUR
different
The Children's Hoar Is
Not For Children!
leFANI.ITS 1404) 141614
ARE THE CLOUDS,
LI N06 ?
ROLLO- -- I'M READY
FOR THE PARTY-DID
I TAKE LONG GETTING-
DRESSED 2_ . .
1 114111
OH:THEIRE AT DIFFERENT
14EI6HT5.50ME OF THEM ARE
"FARIWAY Hi6H"A140 SOME OF
THEAAREWAT-LP-TAERE WAS
NOT AT
ALL---
AND BY
THE 
Wl4AT 5OT OF
EXPLANATION 6 T14AT?
60MET 1,44E5 IT6 SEST TO
KEEP THESE THOIa4 IN THE
LAK6UA6E OF THE LAYMAN!
1,1
b Aldo Illsbnlike
ON 
--THERE ARE 2743 DAISIES
YOUR WALLPAPER
1-c) -''v c) 0 "Dcr-
,s, 
(,)000ecz°
la
ir) 104 ;;;;;. (51-!.
Ci IMPW 0
0 0 C")
e
/4ere
L .s •.. - all 0.•••• meow/
c_,, legy by 1..4 ••••••• 3•••
..--reee4/11.•
feLeeeesseeLereet.
C
N
IN TH' EARLY EDWARD G.
ROBINSC)N ERA6 , WE MI REL`/
FLUNG CU EINITS" L.I KE YOUSE
TN' RIVER ---
L1L'. ABNER
ABB-1E AN' SLATS
IOU CAN ItEN IT FULLY
FURNISWZD, JOHN. IT AIN'T
EXACTLY CHEE- FUL.-
•
..••••=0. .O1••• 
410
• . •
br A/ COM
-S.OWEEXTENDSTI-1'
CO IT C' LEAV I
TN' CLIENT CHOOSE
HIS FINIAL RKSTIKI'
PLACE
WITH YER KICK
DOUGH, sioU OUGHT T•
DE REAL HAPPY;
',A's-a •
EF NO  -,
TROUBLE, COULD
YO'BUR`i US WRAF
OUR PAM SLY
15 r
ISTATCHCK) IN
DOG-
PATCH?
by Raabe= Van Bores
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FAM POURE
Big' Snake . • .
(Continued from Page 1)
nothing about it. the common
Spanhh moss of the Gulf Coast
region is quite able to sun lye a
zero winter outdoors here. There ;
are many reasons why these
plants are not established, in cold !
climatea, but that shoukl not
chose arobotty to thing that as a• •
breath of cold they die
Sixth, let vs consider 3 hidden
ease. rather than a den, and let
us _suppose a warm water vring ,
conjuction with it. Who' doubts
that in •such a satiation a- python
could live in: considerable corn- ,
tort. And who dots that raba!
bits and other creatures would
discover it as reshitl as. the
python. and be attracted to it? ;
Would it net as total* Pas-
sible that indeed the python
would • have a quite adequate
moving larder daily forret:heti
him throughout the winter?
You- say there is, ro hidden
cave, no underground source of
warm water at Haael. Ky Have
you explored the area, or are
_you just gueehrig'
I hold no brief for the 30-foot
python. I merely point out that
reatigate, not to aasiirne that
because we don't have a pathon
living in the back yard ttie
.den't have one at Hazel.
at&
Sociao Calends!
Tuesday. July 3rd
The Woman's Society of Chris-
tian, Service of- the First Methodist
Church will have its general meet"
Ing at 10:00 am. in -the -chapel.
The executive-hoard will meet at
9:00 a.m.
Group I of the CWF of the
First Christian Church v••ill meet
at the church at 2:30 p.m.
• • •
Murray Assembly No. 19 Order
of the Rainbow for Girls will
hold its regular meeting at the
Masonic Hatt at 7 p.m.
• *
Thursday. July 5
Temple Hill Chapter No, 511
Order of the Eastern Star will
hold its regular meeting at the
LaxIge Hall at 7:30 p.m. -
• • •
one can conceive circornstancea me know."-J.G. Valuable storage area or clot-
there is no reason to 
in which it is possible And since
Indeed we shall let You lmow. ter collehor" Regardleas, moat
the reportersof the *feature are sir. Since the great authorities of 
new homes have far less attic. 
wha not- Investigate' • the world will. not investigates haace 
than older ones.
The scientific method is to in- trust the local citizeriry liaael
this most interesting matter. we
 
 PER'snsi
Un
' If it is unscientific ,to assume
there is a python at Hazel. A as
equally um:tient du to assuide
there is no one there
But 4nce we cannot organize
a zoo poase.- I. at least pass along
a design for a MP. submated
-•
•
a
THE LEDGER 11 TIRE5
Mrs. J. B. Burkeen PLaza 3-4947
ogaidt•
• .....,.• -.a_
Mr Jack. Guyton- of Starkville,
Miss.•
-I read abaut the Mouster
snake and I !have a trap the peo-
ple night use If they need more
help please let me know." he
writes -The first trap is i sim-
ple one The door with two ar.
rows going up from them 16
where the snake goes in. He
goes in because there is a dead
fox in the other end. After, he
gets the fox, he cannot get -out
because the door will be like it
is now.
-
"The second trap is not very
easy but it will wort. Tie a dead '
fox up in I tree, and the snake
will get the fox and try to pull
.t--'A --string will -then tighten
and cloae the doors behind him
-When you go to get the snake
out you must have a zoo cage
to put him in. If you try. let
and Croasland Community will
attetnpt the capture of the mon-
ster thernaeh es
- _
Certain details of the trap are
not entirely clear to me. but
erten one .1:101.1Cett. the, same ob-
jection in as.sernbling Christmas
toys, or following am set of
- printed directions Often, once one
gets into it, the details become
clear enough.
ILMURRAY LOAN CO. ISOS W. Main IK. T•lephon• PL 3-1821'YOUR HONK-OWNED LOAN CO."
9t1's-and ..Ssi-VANIORF, •
* OPEN *
6:00 A.M. to 10:00 P.M.
OPEN 4th OF JULY!
• The Regular Annual
MENEWItic MEETING
V•est Kentucky - Rural
Electric Cooperative
Corporation
Will Be Held This Year
SATURDAY, JULY 14,
• h. R: MILLER FARM
On The Cuba Road (Highway 303)
3 Miles South of Mayfield
A large tent will be erected on the Miller Farm
and there will be plenty of parking space. The pro-
gram will begin at 10:00 o'cisselt,:a.m., and enter-
tairament will continue throughout * day.
A Barbecue Lunch WillBë Served
At Noon
MR. L. J. VAN MOL_ _
GeUeral NIanager. Alf the Terme-see-•
Will Be The Principal speaker
•
ALL MEMBERS OF WEST KENTUCKY RURAL
ELECTRIC COOPERATIVE CORPORATION
ARE URGED TO ATTEND THIS
MEETING
• a aharalaraahhasilealaa
-- Itm'..F. S-,•••10111111111111.111111.1. 11.-; •"--:=7*-••••;esle••••••••
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-Nteekend visitors in the home
The only outside work done on .and 
life" 
Willie 
Bifflel the train 'was the easing of thewere Mr and Mrs Herb Jones,
wheels and the drilling of theMr and Mrs. Omar Abbot from
_holes for the axles. This was
Fredricktewth Methata. Tha-j. a- local machine shop. TheMrs Virgil Henry and children,
tracks arid ties were fabricatedDetain and Charlene. and Brenda from steel bars.
Jones from Jacksor.. Missouri, Mr.
Hansen. a master do-it-your-and Mrs Freddie Herndon, Mr
s.elfer. also has a boat and hisand Mrs. Loyd Beane and child-
..••••••11.
100 FOOT RAILRO
MURRAY. KENTUCKY
City Ordinance
*ORDINANCE NUMBER 384, BE-
*1 NG. AN ORDINANCE DIDCLAR-1
114G THE NEED, NECESSITY,'
DESIRABILITY, AND INTE N-
TION OF THE CITY OF MUR-
RAY, KENTUCKY, TO ANNEX ,
CERTAIN CONTIGUOUS TEA-
AD RITORY TO THE CITY OF MUR-„RAY, KENTUCKY; AND ACCUR-
THRILLS CHILDREN 
ADTELrY DoEFINTING THEERRIBOT07;
WiTICH CITY OF MURRAY,1
KENTUCKY, PROPOSES TO AN-
NEX.
SAN FRANCISCO 11.•Pli BE IT ORDAINED BY THE COM- 1
ing railroads is a business with alON COUNCIL OF THE CITY1
James R. Hansen and it's a hobbh OF MURRAY, KENTUCKY, AS
• FOLLOWS:too.
Hansen of Palo Alto, a drafts-
man-engineer for t he Southern SECTION I. That it is needful,
Pacific Railroad, built a 100-foot necessary, and desirable that the
hand-driven railroad in the back- following described lands lying
yard for his five children adjacent and contiguous to the
Hansen hientrueteci the rum; present boundary limits of the
sized line for $SO, using steel, tin. 
City of Murray, Kentucky, be an-
ph-wood, and the chain-drive from 
nexed to said City of Murray,
a bicycle. Kentucky., and become a part
thereof, to-wit:The train consisted of an engine,-
a flatcar and a caboose. ,Each car •
was on a bed of steel with a steei
underframe as the skeleton for the
superstructure. which was _madei
of plywood.. Tin was used for the
boiler of the engine. :
The chain-drive from the bike
was inverted. so the pedals were
upended in the cab, the chain
running to the rear axle of the.
engine. The children "pedaled" a;
by hand.
seta_ -room home to his creditren. Suzette. and Mike. Mr. and
lie 'plans to build a light aarplanoMrs. Rural Jones. and Mr and
after putting the finishing toucliesMrs Richard Jeffery. Dian, Rick),
on his house.Rural and Tony
. • • But of all the projecta, the rail-
Revroad was his favoriate.. and Mrs. W. L. • Nofcier
) "I guess silecial because theof Reddick. Fla . and Rev and
kids enjoyea it so Much," he said.Mrs Q. H. Boatwright of Fatah°.
Mu weth-the weekend guests of
their sister.' Mrs. 0. B. Geurin.
Another sister, Mrs. L. B. Alex-
ander of Paducah spent Sunday
with the families and they alt -
attended the Boaawriltht family
reunion at the City Pirk.
• • • -
Mr and Mrs. Lee Bell iirid
Mr and Mrs Boyd_ Bizzell spent
the weekend vacationing at Look-
out Mountain. Chattanocrah. Tenn.ht
and at Wonder Cave near Mont-
eagle, Tenn. •
• • •
Mrs. Roy Strandberg and sons,
John and Donnie: "lit Redlands,.
California. are the guests of her
mother. Mrs. E. C. Jones and
Mr Jones. and her aunt. Mrs.
Clifford Smith and Mr. Smith
• • • .
Mrs. Roy Prior_ and, children,
Peggy. Jeff. and 'Julia. of Atlanta.
Ga are visiting in the home of
her father. Joe Hargis and Mrs.
Hargis They are visting her
autt, Mrs E. C' Jones and Mrs.
Clifford Smith, and their hus-
bands.
- Mr -and Mrs. George Parker of
Waldo. Ark vent the past week
. A6 -guests oh Mr and Mrs. Jesse
Itoerts They also visited ot
friends and relatives in M
and t'alloway t'ounty.
•
Scientists rate' the beaver's in-
telLgence at -50 compared to a
torse' and dog's 100 despite' the
twaver's ,.ability- to build canals,
dams, reservoirs and houses
HAPPY PARENTS-Mt and
Mrs. Walter M. Schirra Sr.
of San Diego, Calif, tell
newsmen they are 'very
happy" that their astronaut
son, Walter Jr., hal been se-
lected to make a possible
at)c-orbit Earth flight later
this sumrner. •
5th. Laused•ri,
Shirts Best'
' BOONE'S
TYPEWRITERS
MR SALE
OR RENT
OFFICE SUPPLY DEPT:
Ledger &Times
ar•-•.^
•
Phone PL 3-1916
Greene 0. Wilson
a
• a.
reo•
•
1. Beginning at a point on
-present City Limits located at
the intersection of the North
right-of-way on Glendale Roa
and East right-of-way on Hazel
Highway: thence South 1507 feet
tciaa point on the East right-of-
way of Hazel Highway; thence
west parallel, with present City
Limits to a point on West right-
of-way of South 16th Stseet;
thence North v.ath West right-
of-way of South 16th Strait
a point on present City Limits;
thence West with present City
to the West -right-of-way
of South 18th Street; thence
North with West right-of-way of
South 16th Street to a -point on
North right-of-way of Kentucky
Highway No. 121 and center of
the Bailey Road; thence Foam
parallel with the North line of
the Southeast quarter of Section
21. Township 2. Range 4 East
to .a point on the West right-of-
way of North 16th Street; thence
North with the West right-of.
way of North 16th Street to the
Northwest corner of the South.
west quarter ,of Section 22,
Township 2. Range 4 East; then-
ce East with •North lines of the
Southwest and Southeast quar-
ters -af' Section 22,•Townshipa2.
Range 4 East_to a point 24.7-teat
6 inches West of the East section
line of Section 22, Township 2.
Range 4 East; thence South 825
feet to a point parallel with the
east line of Section 22, Townshie_
2, Range 4 East; thence East
-parallel with the North line of
the 'Southeast quarter of Section
22, Township 2. Range 4 E3st
andethe Southwest quarter of
Section 23, Township 2, Range 4
East Co a point /65 feet East of
the East right-of-way on U.S.
Highway No. 641; thence North
322 feet to a point; thence 986-
feet to a point parallel with
North line of t he Southwest
quarter of Section 23, Township
2. Range 4 East; thence North
510 feet to a point; thence East
to a point 290 feet East of the
center of L. ae N. R. R. rtghthif-
way parallel ,with the North line
-of the Southwest quarter of Sec-
tion 23, Township 2, Range 4
East; thence South parallel with
L. & N. R. R. right-of-way to
The prefent Northeast corner City
Limits- ._
1
tea
•
h.-a., "a- •
TiTST).1Y JT'T.Y 19G2
the intersection of the Noith
right-of-way on Kentucky High-
 way No. 94; thnes_Eatat with
the North right-of-way of Ken-
tuck)! Highway No. 94 to a point
North of the Northeast eorner
of the disposal plant property;
thence South with the East prop-
erty line of the disposal plant
pi operty to the Southeast corner
of the disposal plant property;
thence West with,it he South
property line of the' disposal
plant property to the present
City Limits.
__agednom II. That It is the In
tenni:in of City of Murray, Ken-
tucky, to annex to City of Murray,
Kentucky, Si) as to become a part
• 2. Beginning at a point on
present City Limits located at
the intersection pf the North,
right-of-way on Glendale Road
and East right-of-way OR Hazel
way; thience.Sauth, 12.73 -feat
to point on the East right-of-
way of Hazel Highway; thence,
East parallel with present South
City Limits to a wird on the,
East right-of-way of Kentuckyl
Highway No. 121; thence Narth
to the Southeast corner of the
present City Limits.
- 3. • Beginning at a point on
present City Limits located at
Calloway • • •
Continued cram Page One
thereof, the territory described in
SECTION I hereof.
PASSED ON -ME FIRST READ.
ING ON THE IStIt DAY OF JUNE,
1982.
PASroED ON %V HE SECOND
READING ON THE 22nd DAY
OF JUNE, 1982.
HOLMES ET-US. Maitr
, City of Murray, Ky.
ATTEST:
STANFORD ANDRUS, City Clerk
july6e
eery. They told their mother, who
alerted authorities. Sheriff .Blee-
mel diacovered the other - body
932 y.
Nofeiedet natiwfiacation papers, wallets
or other valuables were found,
One of Lnvellirzeri's shoes was
found on the roadside and a
pocket comb was discovered in
a nearby 'ravine.
Pathologists worked under flood-
lights in a field near the com-
munity of Brooka. Ky.,
nearly.. midnight Performing au-
topsies on the bodies.
Police itensified the search for
the two boys a week ago after
the car in which Bennirigfield had
left home was 'found abandoned
and partly stripped. Police said
the license plate. carburetor. hat-
te,ry and other parts bed been
removed from the vehicle.
Police had noticed. the ,ear two
daya--Ztne but it had not been
repor missing at that time.
Sheriff B le e m el said some
Brooks' residents- told him they
had seen two boys apparently
answerir.g the deriptions of the
pair there on June 25.
hype:I:nen was- the son of Dr.
and Mrs. James L. Impelliazegi
and Ilenningfield was the sun of
Mr. and Mrs. W41ter Benning-• -
field. •
NOW
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HATCHER AUTO SALES
brings
Y°uTHE -
LOW PRICE 11 .11IE
No* Mercury brings you the LOW-PRICE THREE!
Each in its class the fine car. Each in its class the low-price car.
The finest selection, the best buys ever together under one roof..'
No more shopping around. No more mystery about Meow price three!,
They're Coet,MeteOr and Mercury!
MERCURY MERCURY MERCURY
MONTEREY METEOR COMET
The inest Mercury or them all Poced hoodoeds ii dollen below
Nreciay I trilateral canteefitert A cheapen ter Styl.At a
put mow lot poetoolorsce A Cr that conscoends respect far
iwyenttal pace "
Metcury'r •ew wiet -Weer SDI and *ass 600 T.I1 are
Mecury ra'ue it enbehevatay low pr.ces It you're had your ea•on a so-cat/t4 "economy" CP, roe.! WI 'oil WI MOM btiutifl!
Meier Mane economy quody.
The billet ehopect cat. Se priced as much as 613 I blew other
comoacte Longer Ile wheatiess lee miaow its., unmatched
Sandhog eau. Mote feature' ainclard than any other compact
BETTER COME SEE! THE LOW PRICE THREE!
HATCHER AUTO SALES
515 SO. 12th ST.
•
•••-•
-
. . .
•••
•
.MURRAY, KY. •••-•-•
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